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The paper presents a uniform way of obtaining by forcing descending sequences of the 
iterations of HOD and describes their structure. Among other things the following results are 
proved: 
‘Theorem. Any model A4 of ZFC can be obtained by the transfinite iteration of HOD in some 
generic extension N of M, i.e. M = (HOD”“)N. 
Theorem (ZFC). For any ordinal (Y there is a complete Boolean algebra B with a decreasing 
sequence of derivatives of length a. 
Moreover some other results about ordinal definability are reproved using the introduced 
method. This method is a refinement of the classical method of coding introduced by McAloon 
in [ll]. 
1. Introduction 
1 .U. Definability and ordinal definability 
A set A is said to be definable if there exists a formula c#~ of 2& (the language 
of set theory) containing no parameters s.t. for every x, x E A iff 4(x). 
Let V = D, On = DO mean “every set is definable” and “every ordinal is 
definable”. Of course, these expressions are not sentences of set theory. Moreover 
they cannot be expressed in set theory, this means that there is no formula 9 s.t. 
in any model M of ZF(C), Mll-$33 iff “every set in M is definable in M”, similarly 
for the second expression. Because, if there would be a formula 9(x) s.t. 9(a) 
holds iff a is definable, then (Ye = inf{a E On: 19(a)} would be the first non- 
definable ordinal (which must exist in any uncountable model of ZF, as the class 
of all definable sets is countable). This would be an obvious contradiction, for (Ye 
has been defined. However in some countable models of ZF (like the minimal 
one) V = D holds and is (in the model) expressible e.g. “x is definable” iff x = x. 
The notion of an ordinal definable set one introduces in a similar manner: A is 
ordinal definable iff there is a formula #J containing finitely many ordinal 
parameters s.t. for any x, x E A iff 4(x) holds. 
We denote by OD the class of all ordinal definable elements. However we are 
mostly interested in the class HOD of all hereditarily ordinal definable sets: 
HOD = {x: TC({x}) c OD] 
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This interest is based upon the fact that HOD is always a model of ZFC and that 
the notion of being an ordinal definable element, as well as the notion of being an 
element of HOD are expressible in set theory. By the reflection principle we 
have: 
OD = U Def(V,, E) 
CC<On 
where V, is the set of all sets of rank less than a, and Def V, denotes the set of 
all its elements that are definable by a formula of J!Y= with finitely many ordinal 
parameters. 
Thus it is clear that “x E HOD” is also expressible in set theory. And since 
HOD satisfies ZFC (cf. [13]), HOD is an inner model of set theory. It is well 
known that HOD, unlike L or other inner models of ZFC, is not absolute, i.e. 
there are models M, N of ZFC (with the same ordinals) s.t. HODM # HODN. Also 
it is consistent with ZFC that HODHoD (i.e. HOD done in HOD) can be properly 
contained in HOD. 
We end this paragraph by presenting some theorems about the class D of all 
definable sets and about HOD. 
Theorem 1 (Myhill, Scott [13]). For any model M of ZF, the class DM is an 
elementary submodel of the class OD”. 
Theorem 2 (Paris [14]). For any complete theory T containing ZF, T has unique 
model satisfying On = DO if “V = HOD” E T. 
Paris used the method of infinitary laguages 
method it was proved: 
to prove this result, by the same 
Theorem 3 (Barwise Cl]). Every countable model of ZF has a proper end extension 
satisfying ZF+V = L+V = D. 
Forcing with a class of conditions was the essential tool in establishing the 
following results. 
Theorem 4 (Roguski [16J). Any model M of ZFC can be extended to a model N 
(of the same height) s.t. HODN = M. 
Theorem 5 (Roguski [lS]). Any model M of ZFC can be extended to a model N 
(of the same height) satisfying ZFC+V = HOD. 
Theorem 6 (David [3]). Any model of ZFC can be extended to a model of the 
same height satisfying ZFC+ V = D. 
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Roguski used M&loon’s method of coding, while David used Jensen’s method 
of coding of the universe by a real. 
Since HOD is not abolute we can define: 
HOD’ = V, 
HOD’ = HOD, 
HODa+’ = (HOD)HoD=, 
HODo”= n HOD”. 
or<i 
Theorem 7 (McAloon [12], Jech [8], Zadroiny [24]). For any ordinal K, K <On, 
there is a model of ZFC in which the sequence HOD”, (Y < K, is strictly descending. 
Theorem 8 (McAloon [12], Harrington [5]). The class HOD” need not to satisfy 
AC; there is a model of ZFC in which HOD” does not satisfy powerset, replace- 
ment nor separation. 
The results stated in Theorems 4, 5, 7, 8 will be reproved in this paper as an 
illustration of the universality of the method introduced here. 
1.1. Notation and other preliminaries 
We will work in ZF set theory and standard set-theoretical notation will be 
used. Also we assume that the reader is acquainted with basic facts about forcing 
and complete Boolean algebras (cf. [7], for example). 
By a model we will always mean a countable transitive model of ZF(C). 
The symbol L denotes the class of all ‘constructible’ elements, i.e. we assume 
that L is the union of transitive L,‘s, each L, has power equal to card(a), L is 
absolute in the sense that if M is a model of ZFC and N extends M and 
Or?’ = OnN, then LN = L”. All the absolute models of ZFC like L, I+@], K, L[O#] 
L[O’] etc. have this property. 
The class of all critical cardinals is denoted by K, the qth member of this class 
by K_ (recall: K is critical iff K = w,). 
If Y is a set given by forcing (i.e. appears in some generic extension) then Y 
denotes the notion of forcing s.t. forcing with Y gives exactly the extension by Y. 
(Y always exists.) This convention will be very useful and save us describing 
exactly the set Y and also shows immediately the connection between new sets 
and forcing conditions. The algebra of regular open subsets of a partially ordered 
set P will be denoted by ro(P). 
Finally, the letters h, h’ etc. are reserved for limit ordinals. 
2. Basic results about forcing and ordinal definability 
We introduce the forcing apparatus which will be often used in the following 
chapters of the paper. This basic elements when combined and iterated will allow 
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us to prove the theorems presented in the abstract. Moreover we quote some 
results about Boolean algebras that can give a deeper insight into the relationship 
between forcing and ordinal definability, and perhaps give an inspiration for 
introducing new techniques (cf. Section 11). 
Definition 2.1. C(K), K 20, is the Cohen notion of forcing that adds a Cohen 
subset C(K) to w,+r. C(n) adds a Cohen subset to w,. 
We assume C(K) consists of functions p : [o,, a) +{O, l}, where (Y <w:. So 
C(K) C [o,, 0:). Similarly C(n) G [w_~, u,,), C(0) E w. 
Definition 2.2. We say that an ordered set C is homogeneous iff for all p, q in C 
there exists an automorphism u of C s.t. a(p) and q are compatible. 
Clearly, if C is homogeneous so is ro(C). Moreover the notions of forcing given 
by Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 are all trivially homogeneous. 
Definition 2.3. Coll(~, n) is the collapsing algebra consisting of functions p : (Y -+ 
q, for (Y <K. 
[F(K, p) is the notion of forcing for adjoing p-many Cohen subsets of K, i.e. 
consists of functions p : [ii, K) X p -+ (0, l}, where card(p)< K, and p+ = K if K is 
non-limit cardinal, or @ = 0 if K is inaccessible, (K is supposed to be regular). 
All these notions of forcing are ordered by the reverse inclusion. 
Debition 2.4. Let % be a model of ZF, X a class in %. We set 
(i) OD X = {a : a is definable (in %) from ordinals and elements of X}. 
(ii) HOD X = {a : TC({a}) E OD X}. 
Proposition 2.1 [4]. If X is a class in % and X is either almost universal or 
definable from parameters in X, then HOD X is an inner model of 8. 
Dehition 2.5. Let B” denote these elements of a complete Boolean algebra B 
that are left fixed by every automorphism of B. We call B* the tigid part of B. 
Theorem 2.2 (Vopenka). If G is B-generic over I!?.% then 
(HOD %)“tG’ = m[ G n B *]. 
Corollary 2.3. If B is homogeneous, then (HOD n)‘DZCG1 = n. 
Definition 2.6. (i) A notion of forcing P is K-closed iff for any descending 
sequence of conditions in P, p02 p1 2 - . . > pE 2 - * * ,E < K, there is p spc for all 
[<K. 
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(ii) P satisfies the K-chain condition iff every set of pairwise incompatible 
conditions has power less than K. 
(iii) A complete Boolean algebra B em is ~-distributive iff for any G 
B-generic over Y.J$ (“%JQ mDzcG1 = (‘9Qm. (This is equivalent to the usual combinator- 
ial definition, cf. [7]). 
Proposition 2.4 (The Easton Lemma). If P,, P2 are notions of forcing in YJl s. t. PI 
satisfies K+-C.C. and P2 is K-closed, G = G1 X G2 is PI X P,-generic over m, then 
any function f~m[G] from K into %J? belongs to ‘2J2[G,]. 
We will need a generalization of Theorem 2.2: 
Proposition 2.5 [4]. If !X is a model of ZF, n an inner model of 8, C E 8 a notion 
of forcing, C E (OD XR)“, C is homogeneous in Yl, then for any G C-generic over ‘3 
HODXnCG’ E (HOD Y.QwrG’ E (HOD w)“. 
We will often deal with the situation when the universe is given by forcing with 
a product (or iteration) of several ‘independently working’ sets of conditions. It is 
natural to expect that HOD is then given by the rigid parts of these generic sets. 
Proposition 2.6 [24]. Let %I be a model of ZF, B0 and B, complete Boolean 
algebras in 8?, card(&) S K, and BO II-“B1 is K-distributive”, then 
(HOD ‘$X)~cH~,H,7 = %![BT n H,,][B; rl H,] 
for any I-& x HI which is I?,, x B,-generic over W. 
Remark. We say that B, and B1 work independently (this will turn out to be one 
of the most important notions of the paper). 
Our results are obtained by forcing with proper classes of conditions, therefoere 
it is necessary to quote some useful facts. 
2.2. Forcing with proper classes 
We will use only these classes of conditions (P, S> that satisfy the Euston 
requirement: there is a converging to On sequence of regular cardinals (ye, a < 
On) s.t. for every a E On, P can be decomposed as P = P, X P”, where P, satisfies 
-yz-C.C. and P” is y,-closed (or y:-distributive). 
Theorem 2.7 (Easton). Let 2R be a model of ZFC and P a class of conditions 
(which satisfies the above requirement). If G is P-generic over 9.2, then 2R[G] 
satisfies ZFC. 
As usual we set G, = P, n G and G” = P” n G. 
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Proposition 2.8. (i) TXT1[G] = IJ, fxn[G,]. 
(ii) (The product lemma). For every a, %Jl[G] = k?Jl[G,][G”] = ‘%![G”][G,] and 
G, is Pa-generic over ZJl[G”], also G” is P” -generic over liDz[ G,]. 
(iii) If G is P-generic over 9X, then $3 and G are classes in fDZ[G]. 
Proposition 2.9 [24]. (HOD !?X)‘DZCG1 = &on !?X[ G r3 ro(P,)*]. 
Remark. Propositions 2.6 and 2.9 will be our main tool in dealing with HOD in 
generic extensions given by with proper classes of conditions. Usually ro(P,) will 
have the form C X D, and so ro(P,)* will be forcing equivalent to C” X ID”. 
We introduce now the class of Easton conditions for destroying GCH and the 
class of Jensen’s conditions for making GCH true in generic extensions. 
Definition 2.7 (Easton product). Let YE On. Let P*, 6~ Y, be a sequence of 
notions of forcing. By the Easton product of P*‘.s we mean: 
n PC ={pE V:dompc Y& (V,$‘Edomp)(p* =p(t)EP& 
5ey 
652 WY)(&Y) = Y + c=4s(p) n Y)(Y)}, 
where s(p) = (5 E dom p : pE # 8). 
p <q iff dom p 2 dom q and (V,$’ E dom q)(p, <q*). 
We recall briefly how to obtain a generic extension %JI[G] in which 2” = F(K) 
for all regular cardinals K. rXn is supposed to satisfy ZFC + GCH, F is, so called, 
Easton functional, i.e. F(K) > K, F(K) SF(h) if K =s A, cf(F(K)) > K, and the domain 
of F is contained in regular cardinals. 
. . 
D-on 2.8. When F, =lF(o~+r, F(~E+I )) (and [F = iF(<, F(t)) for inaccessible 5) 
we define 
IE=IE(F)= n IF,. 
<SOlI 
Set [Era =f15+ IF,, and Ee = E nF,, where E is E-generic. 
Remark. We will use only one-the simplest-Easton functional, namely F(K) = 
++ 
K . 
Proposition 2.10. If E is [E-generic over %@, then in m[E] 2” = F(K) for all regular 
curinuls K. 
In [6] Jensen proved that any model can be extended to a model of ZFC + GCH 
(cf. Also [7]). This is achieved by the following class of conditions: 
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Definition 2.9. J =ncreOn Coll(2,‘, 1n+l). 
Proposition 2.11. If J is J-generic over YX, then ??X[J] satisfies 1,‘” = KF!<’ and 
GCH holds. 
Remark. We will usually work in a model of the form ??X[.J][E], in that kind of 
extension it is possible to define a plenty of inner submodels containing ‘$8 and 
possessing different classes HOD, as well as admitting iterations of HOD of 
different length. 
Proposition 2.12 (Levy [lo]). If lllz is a model of ZFC, then there exists a class 
AzOn in ZR s.t. %JZl=V=L[A]. 
Proposition 2.13. If PC are homogeneous notions of forcing, then so is their Easton 
product T’leEY P@ 
2.3. Wpenka’s Theorem 
Theorem 2.2 describes the relationship between HOD in a generic extension 
and the Boolean algebra which gives this extension. Therefore theorems about 
embeddings of Boolean algebras translate naturally into facts about inner models 
of generic extensions. We present below some results of that kind. 
We will use the following result: 
Proposition 2.14 (%pBnek). Let B be a ~-distributive Boolean algebra. Then B 
can be embedded into a complete homogeneous Boolean algebra D with a tc-closed 
dense subset. 
Sketch of a proof. Let P be a dense subset of B. Let D” =flz+ P i.e. the product 
of K+ copies of P s.t. pcv#Op for =SK coordinates, for p ED*. It is easy to see that 
the algebra D = ro(D*) has a K-Closed dense subset. It follows by a theorem of 
Solovay and Koppelberg that the resulting algebra D is homogeneous, cf. [9]. 
In [2], [20], [21] Balcar and &ppBnek used an idea of Shelah [23] to obtain 
results about embeddings of Boolean algebras and their application to ordinal 
definable sets. 
Proposition 2.15 [21]. Let K be an infinite cardinal. Let B be a complete Boolean 
algebra with a dense subset D. Let D be p-closed for every p < K. Then B can be 
complerely embedded in a rigid complete Boolean algebra C containing a dense 
subset with the same closure properties as D. 
Moreover, if K is regular and A is the least cardinal s.t. A acard and A 2 K, 
then C satisfies the (AK)+-C.C. 
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Corollary 2.16 [22]. For every finite cardinal CL, there exist p-distributive rigid 
complete Boolean algebras. 
Corollary 2.17 [21]. Let pO> p1 >. . . > k,, > K be a finite decreasing sequence of 
regular cardinals in L. Let (in L) pi = pLf implies cf(p)> K for each i S n. 
Then there is a generic extension 2R. of L s.t. for each i s n we have in 2R: 
(i) HOD’ != K+ = CLi. 
(ii) Every ‘constructible’ cardinal I, SK and every ‘constructible’ cardinal v==/_L~ 
remains a cardinal in HOD’. 
(iii) HOD’ l=V = L[A,] for some Ai G (/.L:)~. 
Proposition 2.18 [2]. Any Boolean algebra B can be completely embedded in a 
complete Boolean algebra C which is rigid, and if B satisfies the K-C.C. for an 
uncountable cardinal K, the same holds true for C. 
Proposition 2.19 [2]. Any Boolean algebra B can be completely embedded into a 
complete Boolean algebra C s.t. C” = B. If B satisfies the K-C.C. for an uncountable 
cardinal K, so does C. 
Remark. In the proofs of these theorems one embeds first B into some free 
Boolean algebra A and then C is obtained as a quotient algebra A/I, where I is 
an appropriate ideal. 
We will not give more details of this method here since we will not use it later 
in the paper. However it seems probable that this method, when suitably refined 
can give Boolean algebras with long sequences of decreasing derivatives (cf. 
Section 10) and so models with descending sequences of the iteration of HOD. 
It is not too difficult to see that the results in the above mentioned papers that 
concern HOD can be obtained also by McAloon’s method of coding (cf. Section 3 
and Roguski’s Proposition 6.5). 
2.4. Final remarks about forcing 
All the notions of forcing that will appear in the paper, even when given by an 
iteration of classes of conditions (Section lo), will have the decomposition 
property as in Proposition 2.4, although this decomposition will be not always 
obvious. Since all the generic extensions of a model L[A] will have the form 
L[A][X], where X is some definable class in a generic extension of L[A] via J *lE, 
we shall have no trouble in seeing that they satisfy ZFC. Sometime however it is 
not sufficient, when one wants the classes HOD’ to satisfy ZF, one needs stronger 
properties (cf. Section 8). Even these properties will be satisfied by the classes of 
conditions that appear in Section 10, although they will have quite a complicated 
structure. 
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Finally note that the notion of forcing E for the functional F(K) = K+ is 
isomorphic to the class of conditions adjoining a Cohen subset to every cardinal. 
3. The operator a and consistency results about ordinal definability 
We discuss the coding, i.e. methods of making a given set to be ordinal 
definable in a generic extension.. We introduce the operator a s.t.-roughly 
speaking-given a model M of ZFC and a set A EM, N = M[aA] is a generic 
extension of M and A E (HOD M)N. This operator generalizes to another 
operator $ s.t. if A EM and M = L[A], then M[$A] satisfies V= HOD. In later 
sections special iteration of 8 will give models with descending sequences of 
HOD”. Also, using 8, we can easily and in a uniform way reprove the ‘old’ 
consistency results about ordinal definable sets. 
Since the notion of forcing adding a Cohen subset to a cardinal is homogene- 
ous, we get by Theorem 2.2.: 
Proposition 3.1 (Levy). Con(ZF) implies Con(ZF+ L = HOD # V). 
The following example shows the idea of McAloon’s method of coding: 
Example 3.1. Let a co be Cohen generic over L. Let 
P,, = cf : “f is a function” & dom f E u,, & card(f) < o,, & rng f G (0, l}}, 
i.e. P,, ordered by the reverse inclusion, adds a Cohen subset to o,,. 
extension Ual . ~=I-l,,,P,= 
(pzrn pm_akaeg, (Gk E E:;@(k) E Pk)), p <y iff (v1 E a);;ysq(l)). 
Let H be P-generic over L[a]. Then 
L[a][H]kn E a@ 9(n), 
where 9(n) says: “there exists a Cohen subset of w,,“. Clearly, a EHOD~~‘~~‘, 
and so L[a] c HODLEa’“. 
We say that “a has been coded by H” (or “a has been coded by the notion of 
forcing p”). 
But P is a homogeneous notion of forcing in L[a], therefore, by Proposition 
25, HOD4”1rH1~L[a]. Thus we have 
L[a][H]kHOD = L[a] #V. 
Since a is PO-generic over L and PO is homogeneous, we have 
ua][H]k HODHoD = L. 
Moreover it can be shown that, in L[a][H], a ~Def(v,+,)- lJ,<, Def(V,,,+,), cf. 
[26], for a discussion about on which levels of the rank hierarchy reals are 
definable. We have proven: 
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Theorem 3.2 (McAloon [ 171). Con(ZF) implies Con(ZFC + L # HOD # V + 
HODHoD # HOD). 
Remark 3.3. It is easily seen that if we take another notion of forcing, we can 
code a (of Example 3.1) by 
nEat,$(n) 
where 
s(n) * 2”“# w,,+~, or 9(n) t, ok= card(wk+l), 
or some other property. 
Moreover this method of coding can be in the obvious manner generalized for 
aEOn: 
r) E a++ ~(+uP a, q1)). 
where 4,) is some constructible pairing function. 
We will use later this M&&on’s technique. Therefore it makes sense to 
remaind the main theorem of [ll] together with the sketch of the proof. We start 
with explaining the basic idea: 
Example 3.2. The model ua][H] in Example 3.1 is of the form L[A], for some 
A E o,,,. By Remark 3.3 we can again code A using some generic set G1 so that 
L[A][G,]kHOD = L[A] & HODHoD = L[a]. 
Then L[A, G,] = L[A,], for some Al c oo,. We can code A1 by some G2, then 
find AZ, code it, etc. 
After w-many steps we obtain the sequence a, Al, AZ,. . . , A,,, . . . s.t. 
U4,+,I~HOD=L[4,1~ (5~&+-+~( n,5 > 
where(e.g.){O,~)=~for_rl<w,and(a+l,~)=o,+~+2(whichhasbeenused 
by McAloon) . 
Set B= l-l,<, {n} x A,. Then in L[B] we have V = HOD, because 
UEmh GEB-==WP t%- 
Remark. The reader can however feel somewhat ‘insecure’, because the above 
construction makes use of the iterated forcing argument for w-many times. And 
sometimes, when one iterates forcing infinitely many times, some surprises can be 
expected (e.g. collapsing of cardinals). This apparent difficulty is avoided by 
making the construction of B inside some model ‘% in which all cardinals 5’ have 
Cohen subsets C(t), (9 is an extension of L by the Easton product nC(t)). Then 
B is defined by induction on ordinals. 
Now we present this idea in a more formal way. 
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Theorem 3.4 (McAloon [ll]). If ZF is consist&n, then so is ZF+ V = HOD # L. 
Proof. The above example shows that for this result we do not need forcing with 
proper classes. Let K~ be the first critical cardinal. Let P = P, =n E<rO C(t). Let 
G = G, be P-generic over L. Then by the standard arguments N= L[G] is a 
model of GCH, cardinals and cofinalities are preserved (from L to UG]). 
In the construction of a definable non-constructible subset of w we made a 
definable by arranging for 9(n) to hold in L[a][H] iff n E A. To make a subset b 
of %+1 definable, we arrange that @(w, + B + 2) holds iff p E b. 
To this end set X0 = w U {a + 2 : (Y < K~}, and define a function F as follows: 
domF={(a,p):a!EXo&pEo,}, 
mgFGX,, F((0, k)) = k for k CO, F((cK+l,p))=o,+B+2. 
Clearly, the function F is l-l. Let E be the inverse function, i.e. E(F((a, 6))) = 
(a, p), i.e. there exist functions El and E, s.t. E(y) = (E,(y), E,(y)) for y E mg F. 
Also E,(y) < y. Set E(y) ={E(y)}UE(E,(y)). Then E(y) is always finite, and 
(B, 7) E E((Y) implies E(B) E E(a). Finally set 
B = {(a, P) E G : WY, 6) E J%Mr, 6) E GH, 
and assume OE C(0). Then B n{O}x On =(0)x C(O), so B is not constructible. 
Now consider the model L[B]. It can be shown that 
Proposition 3.5. B is definable in L[B], namely 
LEJW (Y, 8) E B * %H(y, @>I. 
Proof (cf. [llj). Let OL = F((y, S)), (y, ~)EB. Then E(a) =E(y) U{(y, 8)) and, by 
the definition of B, {e : (a, c> E G) = 15 : (a, 5) E B}. So w,+~ has a Cohen subset in 
LEBI. 
We now prove that L[B]!= 1 g(a), if (?/,a) +.! B (a = F((y, 6))). Let G(6) denote 
((5, n) E G : E# (.ul, i.e. we delete from G the Cohen subset of o,+r. It suffices to 
show that B EL[G(&)], since then-obviously-no Cohen subset of w,+r can 
belong to L[B]. 
(y, S) & B means that either {y, 6) 6 G or (y’, 6’) & G, for some (y’, 6’) E E(y), i.e. 
there is some (yO, 6,) E E(a) - G. We fix this pair. Let Y0 = (5 : (yO, 6,) E E(t)}. So 
a! E Y,, and Y,EL. Now 
q E Y0 implies (n, 6) +! B for all 6. 
(Note that (q, 6) E B and (-y,,, 6,) E E(n) would imply, by the definition of B, that 
(yO, 8,) E G.) Moreover 
Thus 
q+ Y0 implies q’ $ Y0 for all (q’, 8) E E(n). 
B = {(rl, 6) E G : rl ti Yo & ((q’, 6’) E &I) + ((4, 6’) E G)). 
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But (Y E YO. So 
3.2. The operator a 
We present an easier and still strict way of dealing with coding and ordinal 
definability, without using the functions E, F, l?. We introduce the operator a. 
When using the operator a we Hill always assume to be working in a model 8 
which satisfies S(t) for all (or a sufficient number of) ordinals. 9(E) denotes 
either “0; has a Cohen subset” or “2”; = ml++“, and this will be clear from the 
context. Therefore we will assume % to be a generic extension of some n via the 
class of Easton conditions n, C(c) or [E (cf. Section 2). In the first case we assume 
% = L, in the latter mk GCH. Then, for any X E ‘8, X s On, we can construct the 
set 
8X = {E, (or C(5)) : 5 E (sup X) + X} 
and the model ‘$&ax]. Then we have 
9.R[ax]~~EXtt~(SUpX+~). 
Remark 3.6. By the Easton lemma, the product lemma, and the homogeneity (in 
rXn[X]) of the notion of forcing adjoining ax, we get 
(HOD %N)“ncax’ = mt[X]. 
After this introduction we give a more formal definition of 8 and of its finite 
iterations F’s. 
Definition 3.1. Let ‘% be a generic extension of L via n, C(t), or let % be a 
generic extension of n != GCH via IE, (or let % be an extension of the appropriate 
model via some ‘reasonable’ restriction of the respective notion). 
Let X E %, Xc On, and sup X = we,, for some &. Set: 
(i) ~X={(<,E,):[=&+~+~&~)EX}, or 
ax={@, C(5$)):5=&+rl+l &VEX}. 
Important note. We shall not distinguish between 8X and the set 
{(~,{~,P)):((~,P>EE*&(~,E~>E~X}. 
Thus aX is again a subset of On. Also note that aX n V, = PI. 
(ii) f3OX = X, 13”+lX = 13(a~X). 
Remark. The assumption sup X being a cardinal is for simplicity, if it is not, then 
XU [sup X, (sup X)‘) is of the required form and has the same definability 
property as X. 
Proposition 3.7. (i) L[a”X]k HODk = L[TkX] for k s n, 
(ii) 9.R[a”X] I= HODk!?JZ = n[a”-“X] for k s n. 
Proof. By induction on n. 
This operator a seems to be a more transparent formalization of the intuitions 
corresponding with the coding than the usuage of the functions E, F and E. In 
finite cases, when 8’ is used to obtain finite descending sequences of the iterations 
of HOD, the difference is-perhaps-not very great. It becomes bigger when one 
have to deal with the infinite iterations, as it will be done in the next sections of 
the paper. 
Definition 3.2. Set 
Let us discuss the properties of 2X. First note that 5, = sup 2X is always a 
critical cardinal. For example, if X = C(0) then it is equal to K,, (the first critical 
cardinal). 
At the very first moment one would suppose that since each a”X provides the 
iterations for n-many times, then its union would give the iteration of HOD for 
w-many times. But it is not so. 
Proposition 3.8. (i) L[i?X]bV = HOD. 
(ii) %@X]kV = HOD%? 
Proof. The explanation of this fact is easy: we have coded X n-many times for all 
rr < w, we have done the same to all ax, a’X, a3X, etc. This means X, ax, #X, . . . 
are all definable in L[sX] using the predicate S(E) and the parameter &,. Hence 
so is 2X. 
Similarly for (ii). 
Remark 3.9. The reader should have noticed that L[k(O)] is essentially (but not 
exactly the same-due to somewhat different pairing function) the model L[B] for 
V =HOD constructed in Section 3.1. k(O) corresponds to B, while a”C(0) 
corresponds to {(a, p) E B : card@(a)) =~n}, cf. also Section 5 for more about this 
correspondence. 
Remark 3.10. Note that if YE% and Y does not add any Cohen subset to 
cardinals with indexes in [&, &,), then 
L[$X][ Y] I= 2X E HOD”, n < w. 
In fact we can put here q < On. 
Definition 3.3. WX will denote the notion of forcing s.t. a”X is WX-generic over 
L[X] or !E[X]. 
Similarly for 8X. 
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Remark. It is clear (cf. [7] or [4]) that these notions of forcing exist. But we will 
not give exact definitions of them since this is not necessary. 
Remark 3.11. Notice that there exists a normal projection of n,,,,,,,C(t) or 
i-l 50<5<cn IE, onto a”X. Similarly 8X is a normal projection of &<E+ C(t) or if 
rl 50<c<5,1Er. (The notion of a normal function is introduced in Definition 8.1.) 
Here 
.$?I+1 = sup 8”X= $o(. . . y5”” . . . !), 
(n + l)-many times 
and o(a) = o,, for any ordinal a. 
Deft&ion 3.4. We define 
%X, rl) = a(J$ + X), 2(X, q) = $q +X). 
Remark 3.12. The notion of forcing a(X, q) is homogeneous in 
M&X, q)] \V = HOD M. 
The operator a(X, q) works exactly as 8X except that we want 
begin above the qth critical cardinal K,,. 
4. The theorems of S. Roguski 
M[Xl and 
the coding to 
Roguski [15-181 combined McAloon’s method of coding with proper class 
forcing of Easton and Jensen (cf. Section 2). Since we will use this combination of 
techniques in Sections 9-11, we present his results below together with the proofs. 
Theorem 4.1 [15]. If M is a countable standard model of ZFC, then there exists a 
countable standard model N for ZFC which is a generic extension of M s. t. 
HODN = A4. 
Theorem 4.2 [16]. Let M be a countable transitive model for ZFC, OL E M. Then 
there exists N a generic extension of M s. t. N satisjies ZFC + V = HOD + V, = Vy. 
As the important corollaries to these theorems he obtained: 
Theorem 4.3 [15]. Let 4 be a sentence of 5?=. Then we have 
ZFt(4)HoD ifj ZFCI-4. 
Theorem 4.4 [16]. Let C#I be a &-sentence. Then 
Con(ZFC + 4) if-f Con(ZFC + V = HOD + 4). 
(The last result was also independently proved by Levy [lo].) 
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Theorem 4.3 says that the theory of the class HOD is exactly ZFC (and not e.g. 
ZFC+ V = HOD), this should be compared with the old result of GGdel: The 
theory of L is ZFC + V = L. 
All ‘local’ properties like SH (the Souslin hypothesis), BC (Borel’s conjecture), 
“K is a measurable cardinal” are &-properties. Theorem 4.4 says that none of 
these properties can refute V= HOD. As a corollary to the proof of the last 
theorem Roguski received (cf. [lo]): 
Theorem 4.5. Let T, denote the following theory: ZFC+ cp + (1 q)HoD + (cp)“. Let 
$9 E ‘x:2zFc and ZF + V = L t= cp. lit M be a countable transitive model for ZFC + V = 
L. Let P be a notion of forcing in M, let G be P-generic over M. Let Q be a 
homogeneous notion of forcing in M[G] and let H be Q-generic over M[G]. 
If M[G]k 1 cp and M[G, H]k cp, then there exists R, a notion of forcing in 
M[ G, H], and K R-generic over M[ G, H] s. t. M[G, H, K] I= T,. 
Remark. In particular the consistency of the following theories can be proved: 
ZFC + (-SH) + (SH)HoD + (-SH)=, 
ZFC+(TBC)+(BC)~~~+(TBC)=, 
ZFC + MC + (TMC)~O~ + (MC)““] (if ZFC+ MC is consistent). 
The consistency of the first two theories has been established in [22], 
consistency of the third one in [25]. 
the 
We have written a slightly generalized version of Theorem 4.5 here. Originally 
it has been proved for L = L only. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let M be a countable standard model of ZFC. We extend 
M to the model M* = M[J][E], where J is J-generic over M and E is E-generic 
over M[J] and iE is the Easton notion of forcing for the functional F(K) = K++, cf. 
Section 2.1 for details about [E and 9. Thus M” is a model of ZFC+2” = K++, for 
all regular K. Let A ~0n be a class in M s.t. M =L[A], (cf. Proposition 2.12). 
Working in M”, we set 
N=LLg”a(A ne, K;)] 
(cf. Section 3.2). Clearly, MS HODN, since p EA iffy S({p, K;+~}). It remains to 
prove the opposite inclusion: By Proposition 2.9. 
(HOD M)N = M 
L 
IJ 
<On 
ro(a(A t-l 6, K;))* r-l d(A tl 5, K,‘) . 1 
But the notions of forcing B(A n e, K;) are all homogeneous in M. Therefore, by 
Proposition 2.5, (HOD M)N = M, and as always HODN E (HOD MN. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let y >1:. Then both J’ and lEy are y-closed, and 
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therefore V,“= V,“*, where M” = MJY][EY]. Working in M” set: 
N=L&((A nt)X(J" n5); K;)], 
where, as above, M = L[A], then HODN = N. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let 4 be a sentence of 6p =. It suffices to show ZFt 
(4) “OD implies ZFCt 4. (The other implication is obvious.) If ZFCF 4, then 
ZFC + 14 is consistent. So let M be a countable transitive model of ZFC + 14. 
By Theorem 4.1 there exists Nz M s.t. HODN = M. Then N!=(4)HoD, since 
ZF t (b)“O”. Contradiction with M k 14. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4 
Lemma 4.6. Let t&(p) be &. Then 
4(P) t-, (=)(A = 64 = 1, & p E VA CQ v* != 44P)). 
Proof. Let 4(p) =3x +(x, p), where t/~ is n,. Let 4(p) hold. Let x be so that 
4(x, p) holds. Let X = 1, = q be s.t. p, x E V,. Since 4 is n,, V, k 4(x, p), hence 
V, l= 4(p). This proves “+“. 
Let now A = o, = lh be s.t. p E V, and V, k3x $(x, p). Assume 1$(x, p). Then 
1+(x, p) =3y 6(y, x, p), where 0 is A,, and by Levy’s theorem about sl- 
formulae: 
(gy)(card(TC(y)) s max(card(TC(x)), card(TC(p)), w) & NY, x, P>> 
and we get a y E V, s.t. V, I= B(y, x, p) i.e. V, ‘F 1$(x, p). Contradiction. 
Now the theorem follows, since if 4 holds in some countable transitive model 
M, then it holds in some V,“. Then, using Theorem 4.2 we obtain a model N for 
ZF+V = HOD+ V, = V,M which must satisfy 4. 
The proof of Theorem 4.5 is left as an exercise. \ 
5. Iterations of HOD-basic results 
As it has been shown in Section 3, the class HOD is not absolute, i.e. HODHoD 
not necessarily equals HOD. In view of this non-absoluteness of HOD we can 
define: 
HOD’ = V, 
HOD-+’ = (HOD)HoD=, 
HOD’ = l-j HOD” for limit h <On. 
a<k 
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And quite similarly: 
HOD’ %R = V, 
HOD”+’ w = (HOD lillZ)*OPmm, 
HOD” 88 = n HOD” C%L 
a=+ 
Since these definition are not given in the language of set theory, the natural 
question arises whether, as in the case of HOD (cf. Section l), the property 
“x E HOD”” can be expressed by a formula of the language P’=. If the universe 
is constructible from a set, then the answer is “yes”, but in general, as Harrington 
showed in [5], “x l HOD”” need not to be expressible by a formula of set theory, 
moreover HOD” need not to be a model of ZF (cf. Section 7). However, it is easy 
to see that “x E HOD”” is expressible by a &+,-formula of sm. 
We begin with a theorem of Vopenka stating that there is a natural path leading 
from ordinal definability to forcing, namely: 
Theorem 5.1 (Vopenka, cf. [7]). If a model % is constructible from a set then also 
its HOD is constructible from a set and the model !JI is a generic extension of its 
HOD via a (homogeneous) notion of forcing which is a set in HOD. 
Theorem 5.2 (Grigorieff [4]). If the universe is constructible from a set (i.e. 
V=uA] for some A EV), then “x EHOD-” can be expressed by a formula 
4(x, a) of set theory. 
Proof. By induction on (Y one defines sequence A, of non-empty sets: 
(1) XEA~+L[X]= V, 
(2) x, y E %, +L[x] = L[y] and & = {z : z is of minimal rank s.t. L[x] = L[z]}, 
(3) x E A, & y E A,,, -+ L[y] = (HOD)=‘, 
(4) x~X-+L[~]n{L[yl:y~&, for some CK<~}. 
This definition makes sense since if the universe is ‘constructible’ from a set, then 
so is its HOD (by the obvious generalization of Theorem 5.1). Now, setting 
4(x, CY) = (3y E A,)(x czL[y]) we get the required formula. 
The above theorem can be proved in a more general form (cf. [4]): 
Theorem 5.3. Let N = M[a], a EN, let Y be an inner model of N containing M. 
Then there exists a formula 4(x, CY, Y) of J&&Y) and a sequence of sets y_ s.t. 
4(x, CX, Y) holds in N iff x E my,] ifl x E HOD” Y. 
Debition 5.1. We say that the iteration of HOD has the length cx iff 
(VP <cY)(HOD~+~ #HOD@). 
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As in Examples 3.1 and 3.2 we can easily construct the iterations of finite 
length V 3 HOD 2 HOD* 2 * - * 2 HOD” 2 L. 
Also it is not difficult to see that in M[G], where G is set-generic over M, there 
exists /3 s.t. HOD”A4 = HOD@M for all (Y z= /3, i.e. no iteration of HOD of length 
On is possible when the universe is a generic extension via a set of conditions. 
Recall: the sequence of classes (X,, (Y <On) is definable if there is a formula $ 
of -Fe, s.t. 
(Va)(v’x)(x E & * $(a, x)). 
Theorem 5.4 [4]. If the sequence (HODam, (Y E On) is definable, then each 
HOD”.% satisfies ZF. 
Proof. One must check that each HODam is transitive, almost universal and 
closed under the GGdeI’s operations. Let h be limit, S s HODAm. We have to 
find YE HOD* m s.t. S E Y. Since S is a set, we have by the replacement: 
(3p)(Vx E S)(rank x < /3). 
We take 
Y=V,nHODAn=Vv,fl n HODuB? 
P<h 
Since the sequence HOD”%! is definable, Y is a set, and by the comprehension 
YE V,,, rl HOD” ‘.% for all (Y <A. Hence YE Vet1 nHOD” roZ. This proves the 
almost universality. The rest is easy. 
Thus the definability of iterated HOD is a sufficient condition under the 
presence of which the axioms of ZF are satisfied in limit points of the iteration. 
One can show that if V is a generic extension of L via a class of conditions which 
satisfies a stronger version of the well known Easton conditions, then the 
sequence HOD”, (Y <On, is definable (cf. Section 8.2). 
A simple application of the method introduced in Section 3 gives the iteration 
of length o; setting 
TX= u a’&+x) 
i<w 
we obtain: 
Proposition 5.5. Let X E oh, X s L. Then in ~FX] 
HOD”+ # HOD” for all n <CO. 
proof. It can be directly checked, using Propositions 2.9 and 3.7, that 
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Corollary 5.5. The existence of the iterations of HOD of length o is equiconsistent 
with ZF. 
Remark. The above corollary has the obvious meaning although its statement is 
not quite precise, since as we will see in Section 7 “x EHODO” and so 
(Vn)(HOD” # HOD”+‘) are not formulae of set theory. But we mean there exists 
a formula 4 expressing this property and ZFC + 4 is consistent. 
Remark. In Kelley-Morse set theory, because a cofinal with On class of elemen- 
tary submodels of the universe exists, the sequence HOD” is always definable and 
so all these models satisfy ZF. 
Remark. The reader is asked to remember the differences between the operator 
P that has been introduced in this section and the operator 2 from Section 3 (cf. 
e.g. Proposition 3.8) since these differences will play an important role in the next 
sections. 
6. The model HOD” may fail to satisfy AC 
McAloon showed even if the universe is constructible from a set, we cannot 
claim HOD‘” ‘F AC. Thus Theorem 5.4 is, in that sense, the best possible. 
Theorem 6.1 [12]. There are models N,, N2 of ZFC s.t. both satisfy (Vn) 
(HOD”+l # HODn) and 
(HODU)N~ != ZF + -I AC, 
(HOD”)N+ ZF + AC. 
Proof. We recall briefly the method of obtaining the models N1 and N2. Our 
ground-model is L. We define two notions of forcing ordered, as usual, by the 
reverse inclusion: 
[W,={p:domp~o-(0)x o1 & rng p G 2 & card(dom p) < o}, 
[Wr={pEL:dompEo-{O}xw,&rngp~2&card(domp)<o,}. 
If Ri is l&-generic over L, then R, adds or-many Cohen reals while R, adds 
w-many Cohen subsets of wl_ Set 
A~={(k,5):(k,5)ERi}, i=O,l. 
Assume now we are working in a generic extension of L[R,], UR,] so that the 
operation 8 can be performed for any x E L[R,] and iterated. Let 
Bi= IJ d”(Kk+A’,), i=o,l. 
k<o 
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Then Nr = L[R,][B,] and Nz = L[R,][B ] r are the required models. To see this, set 
Bf = u ak-l(Kk +A;), i = 0,l. 
k<o 
Proposition 6.2. (i) The models L[Bi], 1 <w, form a strictly decreasing sequence 
(i = 0, 1). 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
Proof 
n L[Bb]b“P(w) is not well-orderable”. 
I<W 
n uB:]kZF+AC+V#L. 
I<0 
of Proposition 6.2. (i) and (ii) follows easily by Propositions 2.9 and 3.7. 
(iv) follows by Proposition 8.2 and other results of Section 8 since the notion of 
forcing adjoining B1 is w-distributive. (Of course, the results of Section 8 do not 
depend upon the example presented here.) 
(iii) requires some work. If P(o) nHOD” is well-orderable, then there exists 
some X,c or, X,EHODO s.t. 
(*) HOD” l= (Vx c o)(x E L[X,,]). 
(Because GCH holds in all the models L[Bb] and the cardinals are those of L.) 
So it suffices to prove that (*) is impossible. Notice first that, since the coding 
a”({&} X A:) is rc,-distributive over L[R,], 
P(q) n HOD” = P(oJ n n L[AO,]. 
k<w 
Using the C.C.C. of lF&, we get by a standard forcing argument: 
Lemma. If XG On and XE lJkco 4Az], then there is an 
L[Ro n (0 x a)]. (Cf. [12].) 
Let a be as in the Lemma. Then 
P(W) n 4X0] _c LCRo n (w x a)]. 
Consider now the set x G w defined by 
nEx iff (n,cz)ERo 
(Y<Ol s.t. XE 
Then x is Cohen generic over LIRo n (O x a)] and so xg LIRo n (o x (Y)] but for 
every k CO, 
x-(k+l)={n:(n,a)EAz} 
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belongs to L[AE]. Hence x, too, belongs to all L[Ai], and so x E HOD”‘, but this 
contradicts (*). 
This contradiction completes the proof of the proposition and of the theorem. 
Thus we have proved: 
Theorem 6.3 (McAloon). If ZF is consistent hen so is the theory 
ZF+ (Vn)(HOD” # HOD”+‘) f (AC)HoD”. 
Applying directly McAloon’s method Roguski [17] obtained a result in the 
spirit of Corollary 2.17. 
Proposition 6.4 [17]. Let M be a countable standard model for ZF+ V = L. Let 
a E w, a E M. Then there is N, a generic extension of M, s. t. 
N = (Vn)(CardHoD” # CardHoD"+' t, n E a). 
Proof. Let 0, be the notion of forcing for collapsing 02n+2 onto m2,,+r. Let 
H=n, h, be fl, Q-generic over L, where n,,, is as in Example 3.1. Let Hk 
denote nnzk h,. Let i” = min(n 2 i : ng a). Set 
D = u a’*H,. 
i<o 
(Of course we assume now we are working in some extension of M[H], so that ai 
can be applied.) 
Then in L[D]: hi E HOD’*-HOD’*+r for all j s.t. j” = i”. For example, 
ho, hr, . . . , h,,* disappear all at once at step 0” of the iteration, i.e. 
h,,, . . . , h,*EHOD’*-HOD’*+‘. 
Therefore 
ok, . . . , c&O*+2 E CardHoD”* - CardHoD”**‘. 
Similarly for other i: 
hi, . . s 2 hi* E HOD’* - HOD’*+‘. 
From this we conclude that 
CardHOD’ = car&SOD’+’ = . . . = cardHOD“ s CardHOiY’+’ 
But i” = n means that n+ a. On the other hand i” = j” implies the equality of the 
corresponding classes of cardinals. 
7. Au exposition of Harrington’s result 
We will see that HOD” need not to be a model of ZF. In Section 11 this result 
will be generalized to a proposition which states that any countable model of ZFC 
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has an extension s.t. its HOD” does not satisfy ZF. The presented below result 
was proved by Harrington [5] in 1974 and is published for the first time now. 
Theorem 7.1. There exists a standard model !I& of ZFC s.t. HOD” in 2.R is not a 
model of ZF, in fact, it does not satisfy the axioms of powerset, comprehension nor 
replacement. 
As a corollary to the proof we get: 
Theorem 7.2. In the model %Jl the relation x EHOD” cannot be expressed by a 
Z&,+,-formula of set theory. 
Remark. The last theorem should be compared with Theorem 5.2, also it is easily 
seen by the Reflection Principle that x E HOD” is expressible by a &,+,-formula 
of %&. 
PIOOi 
7.1. Introduction to the proof 
Let M be the minimal model of ZF+V = L. Then, by [14], M satisfies V = D, 
and so Th M$ M. Since M satisfies V = D, in M[Th M] one can construct a 
function from w onto On. We want to construct m so that, in ran, HOD” 
‘contains’ Th M, strictly speaking we want Th M to be definable as a subclass of 
HOD”. Therefore we choose our extension of M in such a way that in HOD” the 
truth predicate for &+r- sentences is expressible by a formula of %‘=, uniformly 
for all It. We will make sure that: cp = q(p) holds in L iff k(q) = k(& p) has a 
Cohen subset. k(q) is a regular cardinal assigned to every sentence cp in some 
uniform manner. Moreover we want this Cohen subset, say X(q), to stay through 
the iteration HOD”+l, HOD”+*, . . . But this can be easily achieved by adjoining 
the set $X(q) for every such X(q), cf. Remark 3.10. Then in HOD”‘: cp holds in L 
iff k(q) has a Cohen subset; for all sentences of ,J&. 
Since all the models HOD” satisfy ZFC, Th Mg! HOD”‘. Therefore the axiom of 
comprehension does not hold in HOD ” : Th M is a subclass of the set {k(q) : cp E 
IS”}, because 
cp ETA M iff HOD-k“k(cp) has a Cohen subset”. 
(*) We can assume w.1.o.g. that if 4 contains a parameter and cp does not 
contain any, then k(q) < k(4). 
This assumption simplifies some proofs. 
The powerset-axiom cannot hold: Let h be minimal ordinal s.t. {k(q) : cp E &> c 
VA II M. W.1.o.g. we will have 
HOD”’ n VA = Vk[(X((p) : cp E Th M)]. 
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Then the powerset of Vk (which is, of course, member of HOD”) does not exists. 
Otherwise P( V,L> fl HOD” = 2 E HOD”, i.e. Z E fixrt. Since AC holds in ‘$8, we can 
construct L[Z] s.t. Z E L[Z]. But then 
L[Z]!= “cp is true in L iff k(q) has a Cohen subset”, 
contradicting Th M& %R. 
Finally, the axiom of replacement is refuted by the formula: 
“min a: s.t. k(cp(ol)) has a Cohen subset” 
which defines a function from the set _Y&, cofinal into On, because V= D holds 
in M. 
7.2 
Now we know the goal to be achieved. We also have the precise tools: a and 2. 
So we will make use of them. 
Note. From now on, until the end of Section 7, 2” will denote the &-formulae 
with parameters in L (only!). Also we will make several times throughout this 
section use of Proposition 2.9 and Proposition 2.6 without directly mentioning 
them. The reader is just asked to remember that all a’s and 2’s work indepen- 
dently. 
Definition 7.1. (i) Let K(c) denote the &h limit critical cardinal (i.e. the 4th 
cardinal which is a limit of critical cardinals). 
(ii) We fix some l-l, z1 correspondence between On and finite sequences of 
x,(M)-sentences. Moreover we assume (*). If cp = p(p) has number 5 in this 
correspondence, set k(q) = K ((5, O})++. 
As in the case of McAloon’s models (cf. Sections 3 and 4) we extend M to the 
model % via the class of conditions that adjoin a Cohen subset to every regular 
cardinal. And as before, the model % will be defined in % by a certain formula. 
This formula simply list members of some class S, and !IR will be defined as L[S] 
Therefore all the exioms of ZFC will hold in YR. 
Let a and i be as in Section 3. We need also a ‘destroying’ operator 9. 
Definition 7.2. For XC On, set 
TX = {(Y : L[X]k“ct+ has a Cohen subset”}. 
Set I = [inf TX, sup TX). If 
(1) x+l& C(a)] 
holds, set 9X =norcr C(a). 
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Explanation. If, for some a, L[Xl!=“q E a iff y(n) has a Cohen subset”, then 
L[X, 9X]k HOD = L. (We are working in 5R.j (1) is a useful assumption, we avoid 
the problem of constructing a destroying operator for sets X of the form 
r-l&I’ C(5)/-, cf. Section 8.1. 
Since the definition of the class S which generates ZR will be quite complicated, 
and it will not be very clear from the very first moment how it works, we shall go 
through some examples. 
In the model % we want to have: 
(**) cpo E Zl+, and cpO is true in L iff (1) and (2), 
(1) HOD”h“k(& has a Cohen subset”, 
(2) (Vm 2 n)(HOD” k “k(q,) has a Cohen subset”. 
In the next two examples we show how to make (**j true for &- and 
&-sentences. Of course, we do not want to use the full &+,-satisfaction in 
making (**) true for Zlntl -sentences. We are looking for a uniform method which 
gives (**) at once, for all n. The construction will make use only of &-satisfaction 
relation in L. Then, a generalization will give the model !R 
Example 7.3. We are first taking care of &-sentences, i.e. n = 2. We want to 
choose a submodel %’ of % with the property: cpO holds in L iff HOD’k“k((p,) has 
a Cohen subset”, (for QE &). We show how to construct ‘3’ by describing its 
class of generators. For each &-sentence, in a uniform way, we add some sets to 
this class. Therefore it suffices to describe the construction for one particular 
sentence cpO = Q(P). 
Let cp,(p) = 3x I&(X, p), where &, E iI,. We first adjoin to our class of generators 
the set X(cp,) i.e. the Cohen subset of k(&. Now consider the formulae 
I+!J,, = +,,(xO, p), for all x,, E L. Take ‘pl = cpr(x,, p) = l& Then ‘pi E x2. For all such 
I,!J~ we adjoin the sets: 
Y(%, 40) = %X(%)X {‘&‘>), 
X(CP,, R) = 9y(qo,, 4J, 
~1(cpOlr.!4J = aJ%o, 40) 
where the Giidel number of a formula cp is denoted by r(p’. 
Now, for all such (pi, we have ‘pl =3x &(x, x,,, p). Again we take care of these 
sentences I,!J~ = &(x1, x0, p), where x1 ranges over L. & is a II,-sentence, so we 
make use of &-satisfaction in L (actually of the II,-one) which is definable in 8. 
We shall discuss the two possible cases: 
Case 1. q,(p) holds in L. 
We do not exploit this fact directly. But then 3x I,!J~(x, p) holds for some x.,EL. 
That means fpr(x,, p) is false, i.e. $r(xl, x0, p) is false for all x1 EL. 
Case 2. (pa(p) is false in L. 
Again we make some simple analysis. &(x0, p) must be false for all x0 EL. But 
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then cpi = cpi(x,,, p) is always true (i.e. for all x,EL). Hence, for some xi, 
JIi(xr, x0, p) holds in L. 
From both cases we see that truth or falsity of &-sentences reflects on truth 
and falsity of certain ZZl-sentences. It remains to make use of this fact: 
If I,!Q(x,, x0, p) does not hold on L, we do nothing. 
If @‘,(x1, x09 P ) holds in L, then we adjoin 
Y(cpo, cpl> 41) =m(cpo, cp1>x~‘4Q1’~) 
to our class of generators. 
Having done this for all $i consider the classes HOD1, HOD’ in that way 
generated model: As we see, there is a correspondence between elements of these 
classes and the true (false) sentences of L: 
Ad Case 1. Since for no X,EL $X(cpo, cpJ x{~~,,~}) was added, X(cpo, cpl) 
disappears for all formulae cpr that do not hold in L. And we are left with 
Y(qo, $o) in HOD’ and in HOD’, and k(cpo) has a Cohen subset in HOD2 which 
stays through the iterations HOD”, for n 2 2. 
Ad Case 2. We know that for some x1 EL &(x1, x0, p) holds, and so 
X(cp,, cpi) E HOD. Also Y(cp,, $o) E HOD (but, as before, Z1(cpo, I/J~) disappears). 
But then Y((po, Ilro) gHOD2. And since $o(xo, p) is false for all x0, none of 
Y(cp,, sir,) can belong to HOD’ because their definitions have been destroyed by 
the corresponding X(cpo, cpJ’s. (Remember, there is a class of Y(cp,, +o)‘s that 
have been added to the generators.) So k(cpo) does not have a Cohen subset in 
HOD2, nor in HOD”, for all n 5 2. (But it did have a Cohen subset in HOD.) 
Thus making the use of Hi-satisfaction (only!) we have reduced the truth 
predicate for &-sentences to a formula about the Cohen subsets. 
Example 7.4. We describe briefly the model %” which does the same reduction 
for Z,-sentences. So n = 3. Let q,(p) be any x,-sentence. For any such sentence 
adjoin to the class of generators the set X((po). Now consider the sentences 
qQo(xo, p), x0 EL, where cpo =3x rlr,(x, p). Set cpi = 1 IJ?~. Then ‘pl E &. We adjoin 
Y(cp0, 40) = $X(cpo) x {‘J/o’)), 
X(cpo7 cpl) = BY(cpo, +oO)r 
Zl(cpO, @o) = dY(cpo, rclo), 
Z2(470, ~o)=~&(cp, Go), 
for all such 1,4~. Consider now sentences I,$&, x0, p), x1 EL, where cpl = 
3x +cll(x, x0, p). Set (p2 = -~&(xr, x0, p). Then (POE Z2. For all such & we adjoin 
Y(cpo, cpl, $1) =mcpo, CPA 
-w(Po, cpl? 4021 =~Y(cpo, cpl, 911, 
Zl(cpO, cpl> $1) =avcpo, cpl, 91). 
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As vz = (~~(xr, x0, P) =3x 4*(x, x1, x0, p), we will consider t,& = &(x2, x1, x0, p) E 
n,, for all x2EL. 
If & is true in L, we adjoin 
Y(% cpl, (P2> $2) = awPo, cpl, (P2) 
If 14~ is false in L we do nothing. (Again we have done this for all these qQ2, and 
again we used only n,-satisfaction). Then HOD’ contains: 
Y(cp0, &IO), X(cp0, cpl), G(cp0, rcl0), Y(cp0, cpl, 4~11) for all ~0, cpl, 
and X(qo, cpl, (p2) iff 3x2 tJ2, i.e. iff (p2 holds. 
HOD’ contains Y(cpo, &J’s, and for all cpo, ‘pl 
X(qo, cpl) iff (p2 does not hold in L. 
HOD3 contains 
Y(cpo, J/o) iff (p2 = 1 &(x1, x0, p) holds for all xi E L, 
(i.e. when 9Y(qo, &) = X(cpo, ~JJ~) does not belong to HOD’; again for all qO). 
Thus: k(cpo) has a Cohen subset in HOD3, and all HOD”, n >3, 
iff Vq(EL)iiJr(xr, x0, p) for some xc, 
iff 3x0 Vxr 1 $l(xr, x0, P), 
ifi 3x0 ~J~(X~, p), 
iff cpo(p) holds in L. 
Now we are ready to define the model 2R as a submodel of %!. We set n = L[S], 
where S-the class of generators-is defined as follows: For any &,-sentence cpo 
we take the Cohen subset X(cpO) of k(cpo) and put it into S. Then let cpo be a 
$,+,-sentence. Let $. = $o(ao) be any of the &,-sentences s.t. cpo =3x Go(x) and 
a,eL. 
(0) If n = 1 and cpo is true in L we add to S, for any such +r~~, the sets 
Y(cpo, $0) = $X(cpo) x &(I Rio’, ‘ILO’ \>>>. 
Let now n>l. 
(1) Let cpl be the &-sentence T~!J~. Then for any such I,!J~, ‘pr adjoin to S: 
Y(cpo, 40) = @GPO> x M-! rvo’ 3 r$ol HN> 
wcpo, d = ~YY(cpo, +010), 
Zl(cpO, $kJ = awP0, $oLo), 
Z,(cpo, +o) = ~Zl(cpO~ +oIo), 
z-l(cpO,4”) = d-L2(cpo, $0). 
Let cp1=3x +1(x). Let $r = $,(a,) be any of these fl,_,-sentences, (a, EL). Set 
(P2= 1+1. 
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Y(cpo, 91, 44 = amh, 44, 
X(4%, cpl> (P2) = =-G-PO, 4'1, 4h)r 
G(cpo, cpl, 4Jl) = ay(4b rpl, Gu 
zn--2((Po, cpl, 1JIl) = QL3(% cpl> @II) 
Etc. 
Let (P~-~ =3x &-j(x). For u,,-~ EL, let q$-3 = $“-3(4_3) be any of these 
II,-sentences. Set (P”-~ = 7 JI,_3. 
(n - 2) Adjoin 
Y(cp,, . . . , (Pn-3, h-3) = mcpo,. . . > a-31, 
wcpo, * . ., (Pn-3, G-2) = =,Tcp,, . . .? (Pn-39 +“A, 
-c(cpO> * . ., a-3, $“_3) = ay(%, . . ., a-37 1cI,-3), 
~z(cpcl, * . . , (Pn-3,4L3) = =I(%, . . . > (Pn-39 +A. 
(And, as before we adjoin these sets for all such k3.) 
Let qn-*=3x $J~_~(x). For ~-*EL, let I&,-~= $J,,-~(&_~) be any such I&- 
sentence. Set (P+~ = 7 qjnP2. 
(n - 1) Adjoin 
Y(% . . . , (Pn-2, +“-2) = W%, . . . > (Pn-21, 
X((Po, . . ., (Pn-2, a-1) = =kJ, . . . > (Pn-29 CL219 
Zl(cpO, . . . , R-2, h-2) = ~WPo, . . * 7 R-2, +“-2). 
Finally, (P~-~ =3x I&-~(X), and let &,_i = ~+!+,_~(a,_~) be any of these n,- 
sentences with q,-1 EL. 
(n) Adjoin 
Y(%, . . . 9 (P”_~, I&_~> = 9, if $n-1 is false in L. 
Y(% . . . , qn_r, 1cI,_r) = aX(q,, . . . , cp,_i) otherwise. 
(As usual, for all such I,!J~-r.) 
Remarks. (1) It is clear that the class S is definable in % by a formula of set theory 
and in its definition we have used the relation of x,-satisfaction (no more!). 
Therefore $3 = L[S] is a model of ZFC (although to be very strict we should have 
defined %R = US’], where S’ c On and S’ is the canonical class given by S s.t. 
W4(va n S E LCW)). 
(2) The coding we have used does not lead to a ambiguities because it starts at 
k({ r~,,’ , ‘I&‘}), just after a limit critical cardinal and k(( r(p,,l, ‘&,‘)), is different 
for different cpo. Then the use of 2 exploits the cardinals up to the next (nonlimit!) 
critical cardinal much less than k(( r(po’, Rio’) + l), so there is a plenty of space for 
X(. * .)‘s, Y(. . .)‘s, and &(* . ->‘s. 
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We have already observed in the preceding examples how the generators 
behave when the iterations of HOD are performed. Let us show one more: 
Example 7.5. Let 22 = L[S] E 22. Consider HOD = HOP. Then HOD is gener- 
ated by: For any cpO E Zntl: 
(0) Y(cpO, &J, if cpO is true in L and n = 1. If n > 1, then 
(1) Y(cp,, &A X(cp,, CPA G(cpO, $A . . . , &-Acpo, h>; CL1 disappears). 
Etc. 
(n - 1) Y(cpO, . . * 7 CA-2, +4.,-J = W%, . . ., a-2). 
b) X(4%, . . ., R-1) = =-((PCJ, . . . , (P”_~, I+!J_~ iff some I+!+_~ is true in L, i.e. iff 
(P”-~ is true in L. 
HOD2 is generated by: 
(I) Y(% &A X(4%, $4, z1, f . . 9 z-3. 
Etc. 
(n - 2) Y(% . . .7 R-3, kk-3) = =(cp,, . . . > (Pn-3). 
(n - 1) If (P_~ holds, then Y(cp,, . . . , IJ”,-~) was destroyed so X(q,,, . . . , ~p,_~) is 
not definable in HOD i.e. X(cpO,. . . , (P~_~)~!HOD~, i.e. 9Y(cp,, . . . , (P”_~, 
14~~~) q! HOD2 and so X(cp,,, . . . , (P”-~) E HOD2. 
If q-l is false in L, then X(cpO,. . . , (P_~, (P~_~)EHOD, i.e. Y(q,, . . . , (P~_~, 
4~~~~) E HOD and X(cp,, . . . , (P~-~) E HOD2. 
Using these three examples and the definition of S one can show by induction 
on m that: 
Proposition 7.6. HOD”’ is generated by the sets: 
X(%, . . . > cp,) where n>i+m, 
Vcpcl, . . .Y cpi, I,$) where n > i + m + 1, 
Y(% * . .Y v)~-,,-~, (P~-~-~) and I/J_,_~ is ture in L, 
X(4%, . . . > cp,_,) where (P”_,,, is true in L, 
X(93), Y(cp0, 40) where n s m and cp,, is true in L and so is &,, 
zj(%> . . . 9 (pi-I, $i-l) where n-i-jam, 
WHERE cpO ranges over 2 ,+l-sentences, and then n ranges over o. 
We leave the easy proof to the reader. 
From this description we obtain: Let cpO be a &+,-sentence. cpo is true in L iff 
(Vm 2 n)(HOD” contains a Cohen subset of k(cpo)) iff HOD” k k(qo) has a Cohen 
subset. 
This ends the proof of Theorem 7.1. 
In order to obtain the second theorem note that the truth predicate (over L) for 
&+,-sentences is easily reducible to HOD”. Then we can describe in M the 
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forcing relation 11 and the class P s.t. %T is P-generic extension of M. But the 
relation P Il- 8, for p EP, 8 E n,,,,, is itself I&+, over M So, if x E HOD” would be 
expressible by a 6 E ZI,,, i, then p II-x E HOD” would be expressible by some 
O’(P, x) E Kl+1> and so the truth for &+l -sentences would be described by some 
n,+,-formula. But this cannot happen. 
8. The structure of iterated HOD 
Until now we have dealt with the iterations of length at most equal to w. We 
want to proceed further. Actually, to see the idea of the whole construction which 
allows the iteration of length On it suffices to see how it works for o + 1, u + 2, 
o +.o; the rest is an easy-although technically difficult-generalization. In this 
section we introduce the necessary technical apparatus for dealing with the long 
iterations. 
It is necessary to describe in terms of forcing the limit points of the iteration, 
and to be able to investigate the structure of HOD”‘s. We need it in order to be 
sure that the sequence HOD” is definable and so the models satisfy ZF. We must 
also be able to decide which elements of V remain in HOD” when (Y grows to On. 
This will be particularly necessary in Sections 10, where we will build models with 
HODO” equal to a given countable model of ZFC. 
8.1. Intersections of ZFC-models 
We need some facts about intersections of sequences of ZFC-models given by 
forcing. In particular we will use Sakarovitch’s [19] result describing them in 
terms of notions of forcing, cf. 8.12 below. The results in [19] are generalisations 
of a proposition which appeared in [12]. 
Let B,, be a complete Boolean algebra in mb ZFC. Assume (B, : a <K) is a 
sequence of complete Boolean algebras s.t. CY <p implies that B, is a complete 
subalgebra of B,. Let G be &-generic over !E, G, = G II B,. 
Proposition 8.1 [4]. If X = n,+ m[G,], then Xl=ZF. 
Remark. In Section 6, it has been proved that there exists % s.t. (HOD”)% does 
not satisfy AC. Therefore the above proposition cannot be strengthened to 
Xl=ZF+AC, however we have: 
Proposition 8.2 [7]. If B, is K-distributive, then Xl=ZFC. 
Proposition 8.3 [4, 24, 251. Let X be as above. Then there exists x s.t. X = ZR[x] 
and rank x ~.p + 1, where p is the minimal ordinal s.t. card(V,)acard(B,). 
Moreover Dl[G] is a generic extension of X. 
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Definition 8.1. Let (C, <), (0, s) be notions of forcing. Let f : C * D be order 
preserving. Let rngf be dense in D. f is said to be normal iff 
(VP E C)(tld E D)@q E C)(q GP A Cd <f(P) * f(4) == 4). 
Proposition 8.4 141. Let f be as above, G C-generic over ml=ZF. Then H= 
{d ED: (3~ E G)(daff(p))} is D-generic over %J& and G is f-‘@Q-genetic over 
nxn[Nl. 
Example 8.5. If D is a complete Boolean subalgebra of C, and h(c) = 
Inf{dED:dsc}. Then h:C-{O}+D-(0) is normal. 
Defmition 8.2. Let (C, : a < K) E%. Assume 
(i) (Y <p < K + (3fup : cm * c@> cfo@ is nOrmal). 
(ii) ~2 < P < Y < K + f,, = fs, ofao- 
Then we say that (C,, a < K ; fap) is a K-normal system (of conditions). 
Example 8.6. Let B, be a complete Boolean subalgebra of BP, for p <(Y < K. Let 
h, be as in Example 8.5. Then (B, : a -=C K; itpar) is a K-normal system. 
Assume now, until the end of this section, that {C, : a < K ; fas) is a K-normal 
system in 1xrz. Let Z3, = ro C,. Let GO be &-generic over %, G, = GO fl B,, let 
G = GOn C,,. Then we have: 
Proposition 8.7. mu&G] = m[G,], for a < K. 
We now give the Sakarovitch’s characterization of X = l-l,<, W[G,]. 
Definition 8.3. For p, q E CO, set p-q iff (3~ < ~)cf,,,(p) =foa(q)>. By [PI we 
denote the equivalence class of p under -. We set 
CO/-- = {[PI :p E Co). 
CO/-- has the following natural ordering (that we denote also by s): 
[p]s[q] iff (3rE[p])@S E[q])(+ <K)(v@ < K)(@>a -+‘fop(r)~fop(s)). 
By f,, we will denote the canonical map from C, into CO/--. Then fpK = fpy ofpar 
for /3 <(Y. Consider now the direct limit 
i.e. the set CQcK Q/R, where C,.=K C, denotes the disjoint union of C,‘s, and for 
p E C,, q E C,, the relation R(p, q) holds iff 
ch)~Y>SUP(~, P) &fa,(P)=f&d). 
In the same way we define the induced partial ordering of this direct limit: let pR 
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denote the equivalence class of p under the relation R, we set 
and as above p E C, and q E C,. 
It is easy to see that this definition does not depend upon the choice of 
representatives. 
Let fa be the canonical embedding of (C,, <) into the direct limit (i.e. 
f,(p) = pn, for p E C,). Then we have 
Proposition 8.8. The mapping [p] + fo(p) is an isomorphism from PO/-- onto a 
dense subset of lim dir,,, (C,, s; fpa). 
Set B, = n,<, B,. 
Proposition 8.9. The separative part of B,l-- is isomorphic to B, -{O}. 
Proposition 8.10. The separative part of CO/- is isomorphic to a dense subset of B,. 
Theorem 8.11. The set f&G, denoted by Gl-, is CO/--generic over ‘2% and G is 
f;J(G/--)-generic over Y.Jl[G/-1. 
Theorem 8.12. Let X= n,<, YZJl[G,]. If BO is K-distributive, then X = mZ[G/--] = 
%Jl[G r7 B,]. 
Example 8.13. Let C(K) denote the notion of forcing for adding one Cohen 
subset to K+. Let Co=ni<o C(Oi), C” =nn<i<o C(Wi). For p E Co set fan(p) = 
p r [n, 0). It is easily seen that: 
(i) (C, : n <w; fOn} is an w-normal system. 
(ii) C-J- is a non-trivial notion of forcing. 
(iii) By Theorem 8.12, if n,<, Gi is C,,-generic over %!, then 
n ZR[ n C.]=~[ci-I. 
j-c” jSi<o 
(iv) Set B =ro(C,). Then the algebra B(G/-) is w,-distributive over a. 
(v) Each Gi is still C(oi)-generic over rXn[G/-1. 
(vi) The notion of forcing C,/- (and so B) is homogeneous. 
Proposition 8.14. Let (Pi, i < a, f+), (Qi, i < (Y ; g+) be a-normal systems. Assume 
that for every i < (Y there exists hi : Pi + Qi which is normal and h@-+(r)) = &i(h,(r)) 
for r EPY, y<i. 
Then there is a normal projection h : PO/-- + QJ-. 
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fioof. Set hCP1) = &(hi(pi)) if P =fi,(Pi). 
Then h has the required properties. It is easy to see that the definition of h 
does not depend upon the choice of representative for the equivalence class [p] of 
-. Also h is trivially order preserving. 
Now we show that h satisfies the condition 
MPIE pol-w[ql E CM-Msl E PO/-> 
(CSI~CPI & (Cd== hCp1) -+ M[sl)-(CslN. 
Because qi s b(pi) for all i < io, implies that there exists s E PO s.t. hi(si) s qi for all 
i <i,. 
Also it is easily seen that the image of h is dense in Q,-J-. 
Definition 8.4. Let P be a proper class of conditions. If the relation - is defined 
for all P* (where as usual P = PE x P<), we set 
PI- = U (P,l-). 
.$<On 
Remark. We will deal with the cases when - is like in Definition 8.3 and so the 
model given by the class of conditions P/-- will be a submodel of the model given 
by forcing with P. 
8.2. 
We generalize here our results published in [24]. We do not provide full proofs 
but only hints how to transform corresponding proofs from the above paper into 
proofs of the theorems that are stated below. 
Theorem 8.15. Let M be a model of ZFC+ GCH+ V = L[A]. Let &,, B,, be 
complete Boolean algebras in M. Assume that card(B,)=%~ and B1 is K+- 
distributive. Let E&,X Hi be B,x B,-generic over M. The, for every (Y E On, there 
exists y, E M[IH,, HI] s. t. 
(1) (HOD” M[H, n B])MCHo*HlnB’ = M[ y,][H, rl B] 
for any complete subalgebra B of B1. 
(2) For any PE[K+, On] s.t. L,[A]l=ZF, 
LJA][y,] = (HOD” Lp[A])L,CA’[H+ 
(3) M[ yp] = (HOD” M)MCH,‘. 
Proof. The proof goes as before in Theorem 3.22 [24], except that now we are 
using L,[A] hierarchy instead of V,. 
Theorem 8.16. Let P and Q be classes of forcing conditions in M (as above). 
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Assume there exists sequences of regular cardinals p,, v, s.t. for every (Y : P = 
P, x P” and Q = Q, x Q” and pa < v, <P,+~ < v~+~. 
Let for every CY :card(Q,)~ pa, card(P,)su,, P” be &+l-distributive and let Q” 
be v:-distributive. 
Let G x H be P x Q-generic over M. Then 
(1) (HOD M)MCGxH’ = M[G n P*][Hn Q”]. 
(2) There exist definable sequences X6, Ye of classes in M[G x H] s. t. 
(HOD’A4)MCG’ = M[X,], (HOD’M)MCH’ = M[ YJ 
and 
(HOD’M)MCGxH1= M[Y,, X,], .$<On. 
Proof. This theorem and the proposition that appears below are easy generaliza- 
tions of the method used in Section 4 of [24] to describe the structure of iterated 
HOD. One uses however Theorem 8.15 instead of Theorem 3.22 of [24]. 
Proposition 8.17. Let Pi, i <On be a sequence of notions of forcing in M s. t. 
card(Pi) < vitl and Pi is v’-distributive. Let P =ni<on Pi be their product. Let 
G = ni Gi be P-generic over M. Let (Yg : i, CY <On) be s.t. 
MY,“] = (HOD”M)“IG+ 
Then 
(HOD” A4)McG’ = Ivl[JJ” Yi xii}]. 
Remark. The above theorems say that if the universe is built from ‘blocks’ in a 
regular manner, then so is its HOD and the iterations HOD. This gives the 
definability of these iterations, from that it follows that the axioms of ZF are 
satisfied in the limit points of the iterations. 
Note. A short comment about the relationship between the above theorems and 
the result of Section 7 seems to be proper in this place. We have just said that if 
the notion of forcing is built from ‘blocks’, then the iterations in the generic 
extension satisfy ZF, on the other hand the model constructed in Section 7 is 
generated by a class of elements that are put together in a quite constructive 
manner so that they form independently working ‘blocks’. But this class of 
conditions S does not satisfy the Easton condition, i.e. it cannot be divided into 
S=S,XS” for all a<On. 
Consider also the following example: Let N be an extension of L via the class 
of Easton conditions. Define 
a, = 0, ai +I= aai, a,= IJ %X(i). 
i<A 
Let A = Ui<on q. Then L[A] is clearly a model of ZFC and a generic extension of 
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L. Also it is not difficult to describe the notion of forcing A that produces A. But 
note that in this case too, although the class A is very natural and simple, it is not 
Easton. It can be only described as the iteration of classes A = & *A” for 
(Y < On, where card(A,) < v, and A, IF“A” is v,-distributive”. However as the 
example of the class S shows, this is not enough to make sure that the iterations 
of HOD satisfy the axioms of ZF (but in this simple case of A they clearly do). 
8.3. The derivatives of complete Boolean algebras 
The theorem of Vopenka (Theorem 2.2) gives the correspondence between the 
class HOD in a generic extension and the rigid part of the algebra that adjoins the 
generic set. This correspondence generalizes to the case of the iterations of HOD, 
cf. [4] for more deiails. 
Defmition 8.5. Let B be a complete K-distributive Boolean algebra. We define 
the sequence of derivatives of B as follows: 
B’=B, 
B a+1 = (B”)*, 
BA = f-j B”, for (Y, As K. 
a<A 
Proposition 8.18 [7]. Let G be B-generic over M. Then 
(HOD” M)MCG’ = M[B” rl G], (Y S K. 
The results of Sections 5 and 6 translate easily into theorems about existence of 
algebras with decreasing strings of derivatives of length K. 
These results of McAloon’s were generalized by Jech: 
Proposition 8.19 [8]. (i) (ZFC+ 0). For any cardinal number K there exists an 
algebra B with a decreasing string of derivatives of length K. 
(ii) Any model of ZFC+V = L can be generically extended to a model of 
ZFC + (Va! < K)(HODO # HOD”+l). 
In Section 10 we will show that (i) and (ii) can be proved in ZFC alone. 
Remark. It seems that the method of Shelah invented for a direct construction of 
a rigid Boolean algebra and used by Balcar and ?&ppBnek (cf. Section 2.3) can be 
generalized and give algebras with descending strings of derivatives of any length. 
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9. Extending the length of the iterations of HOD beyond o 
As we already have said in Section 8, it suffices to go through o+ 1, 
o+2,..., w + w -many iterations to see how to proceed further. 
We first give an example of a ‘natural’ approach to the problem of getting these 
iterations. We will show that this approach does not work and present two ways of 
overcoming the difficulty preventing this natural method of working. Finally, we 
give a description of the method which-using the iterated ~3 argument-gives the 
iterations of HOD of any length. This method will be generalized, and therefore 
made technically more difficult, in Section 10. 
Example 9.1. We want to obtain o + l-many iterations of HOD in a certain 
generic extension of L. Let XEL, Xc oh. A natural approach to the problem 
would consist in taking 8X, and 
e-(ax) = u a’(& + ax). i<o 
Then, as before, in L[F(c~X)], 
then, as in Section 5, in using 
HOD” = U a’-“(6 +ax>, 
n&i<,.0 
and so AXE HOD”. 
One would suppose that now, in passing to HOD”+‘, aX would disappear and 
we would be left with X in HOD”+l. But it is not so: 
Proposition 9.2. Let everything be as above. Then 
HOD”+‘=HOD”, i.e. aXEHODU+‘. 
Proof. Set Y = &X. Let Q = Q(Y) be the set of conditions q s.t. dom q = w and 
q(i) E a’(& + Y). Set B = ro(Q). Then 8”(Y) is Q- (and B-) generic over L[Y]. If 
r ~a(& + Y), then r is of the form (rl, . . . , ri), where rl E a(tl + Y) and, setting 
ii = (77 : u(q) = l}, rl+l E a(&+, + Fl). Thus we can define r 1 I + 1= (rl, . . . , rl), for 
1~1 <i, and rrO=fJ. As in Section 6, HOD” is obtained by forcing with B”” 
over L[Y] and 
HOD” =L u a’-“(& + Y) , [ nGi<o 1 
Q” = {(q(i) r (i - n) : i(w): q E Q} is easily seen to be dense in B*” (cf. Section 6 
and [12]). 
By Section 8.1 we know that HOD” is given by forcing with D = U,+,, B*” 
and, equivalently, by forcing with Q/-, where 
p-q iff (31<w)~i<o-l)(p(i)~(i-1)=q(i)r(i-1)). 
Thus HOD” =L[Z’Y/-1, and we just show that aOY/- is definable in IJa”Y/-] 
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by the formula: 
“FY/-- is the unique S which is Q(Y*)-generic over L[Y*], 
where Y*=aY’ for some Y’GOn, and V=L[A]“. 
If not, let HOD”’ = L[a”Y/-] =L[FY*/-1, for some Y’ #X. W.1.o.g. we can 
assume sup Y’ = sup X. Let r) E X - Y’. Then in LEa“‘Y] we have S(& + (i, r)}) for 
every i <w, i.e. there exists the Cohen subset C(&,+( i, q}), which is coded by 
some Ai (i - 1)-many times. Hence, for all i co, Ai E L[TY]. But since n& Y’, 
C(&,+{i, q)) and the Ai’s do not belong to L[a”Y*]. Consider now 
Then A is obviously a normal projection of Q (cf. Section 8.1) and so A = 
A nd”‘Y is A-generic over L[Y]. But A/- does not belong to U#“Y*/--I because 
A$ L[#“Y*]. Contradiction, since A/- belongs to L[a”Y/--1. 
(Note. Ai denotes the notion of forcing which adjoins Ai.) 
There exist at least two ways of overcoming this difficulty and obtain the 
iterations of length o + 1 and more. We describe both of them. 
Let D be as above. Then card(D) = p+, where p = supi< a’(5i + Y), and D is 
p-distributive. 
Method 1. Assume we have found an algebra Q= s.t. @ is p-distributive, CE~X] 
(or Q= EL), and D is a complete subalgebra of @ in the model UX, Y] (not in 
L[X]!). Let C be C-generic over L[Y]. Consider the model 
L[X, Y, TY, c, FC] 
As in Section 5 and above, it is easy to describe the classes HOD’, i <w, in this 
model. In particular we get: 
HOD“’ = L[X, Y][TY/-, C, ?‘C/-] (Proposition 9.2) 
= L[X, Y][C, awe/-] (D embeds in C) 
= L[X, C][i3X, a”c/-] (the product lemma) 
Therefore 
HOD”+l = L[X, C’] where L[X][C’] = (HOD L[;yl)Uxlcc~a-c’-l 
and C’ exists by Propositions 2.6 and 8.16. By Proposition 9.2 
HOD”+‘= L[X][d”C/-1. 
Then, by substituting X = a’Z we can get the iterations of length o + 2 and more. 
We will use this method later although it is not clear now that the algebra @ 
exists. The second method shows that we can do without that but we must use 
forcing with proper classes. 
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Method 2. Using Proposition 2.14 we embed D into @ which is homogeneous 
and p-distributive. This embedding and @ are in UX, Y] since D is in it. Consider 
L[X, Y][FY, c, cTC] 
In this model, as before, we can describe easily the classes HOD’, i SW, in 
particular 
HOD” = L[X, Y][a”Y/-, C, cT’C/-3. 
But here, in contrast to Method 1, the set 8”C/- can contain information about 
a-Y/- since the construction of C depends on AX. The situation does not seem to 
be much better, however we know 
“if aq! Def V,, for a class of 6’s cofinal with On, then a# HOD’. 
We use this fact and proper class forcing: First note that a”C/-- is PI-distributive 
for some limit p1 >p+. Say p1 = oSl. Then by the homogeneity of @ we get 
Def V,, = Def V&[a”‘Y/-, C] 2 Def qy13 X 
By iterating forcing we make true this property for a cofinal in On class of 6i’S: 
We set @r =@, C1 = C and then define: 
P1=@1, 
P2=Pl*a”c1, 
(Fph = liT<tv P, in the limit points of the iteration; 
let Czp+r be s.t. ~!?~~l~“tP~,=j-- is a complete subalgebra of %a+~ and &+I is 
homogeneous and pa-distributive” (pa denotes the supremum of pza). 
P 2p+1= P2P *@2p+1, 
P -P 7&i-2 - 2p+1*a~czp+lr 
P = limir P,. 
n 
Let P denote a P-generic, let Pi denote a Pi-generic. 
The algebra C2p+l exists in v2~ by Proposition 2.14, the operator 8” can be 
. . 
apphed smce when @2p+l~p~ then EniE@ remans lE@ generic over L[PzB+J. 
Finally by the Easton-type argument it can be easily proved that the model 
obtained by forcing with the class P satisfies ZFC. 
We note that all Pi are ordinal definable in IJ8’Y] (@t is OD by direct 
checking-cf. Proposition 2.14---and (Tpi’s are canonically built by steps). Using 
Proposition 2.5 we get 
Y#Def V2a-y*pc1 for all i. 
Remark. The main disadvantage of this method is that when P is iterated 
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infinitely many times it is not quite clear that the resulting model satisfies ZF (cf. 
the remark at the end of Section 8.2). 
We return to Method 1. 
Example 9.2. We show that it is possible to find the algebra @. Let !E 1 [a, p) add 
Cohen subsets to the regular cardinals K s.t. (Y S K < /3. Consider 
and 
where p - q iff p r [&, &J = q 1 [pi, &,) for all i -=c o. Note that for each n there is a 
normal projection from P,, onto IJi a’-“(& + Y), since P,, adds Cohen subsets to 
more cardinals than d”Y. 
By Proposition 8.14 we get a normal projection from C onto WY/--. Then 
iT”Y/- turns out to be a complete subalgebra of @. And C is homogeneous. 
9.2. Iterating the operator a 
The method of Sections 3 and 6 shall be now generalized in order to obtain a 
model of ZF+ (tla)(HOD”‘l # HOD=). 
Our ground model here must satisfy V =L. In Section 10 we shall free 
ourselves from this assumption in showing that any model of ZFC can be obtained 
by a transfinite iteration of HOD. 
As before we work in an extension of L in which Cohen subsets of all regular 
cardinals exits, so that the operation 8 can be iterated. We introduce now in few 
steps the operator 8 giving the iterations of length a. But this time this shall be a 
two place operator: a”(X, q) means that we code X a-many times in a uniform 
manner and the coding begins above K,. 
By the ‘uniform manner’ we mean ‘uniform’-in the same sense as 8X is 
uniformly defined for all X. 
Definition 9.1. If aa(X, q), a non-limit, is defined, we set 
cP(~)=cp(a,rl)=otP(C~,suP(a~(x,q)nK)). 
(Recall: K denotes the class of all critical cardinals, ‘otp’ stands for ‘the order type 
of’.) 
Definition 9.2. For X E On, sup K < K,, we define 
a’(X, q) = a(X, 77) = a(&, +X), 
,“+‘(x, q) = a”(a(X, rl + q(n))). 
Remark. The function cp(a) says how many critical cardinals are necessary to 
code X a-many times. The coding a(X, TJ) takes place between K,, and K,,+~. And 
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we want every single coding which employs the two place operator aa to begin at 
some critical cardinal. While F(X, n) will consist of many (namely cp(cu)) codings, 
it will not be difficult to see that cp(c.u) actually does not depend upon n. 
Thus a2(X, n) consists of two codings and the next critical cardinal to be used 
for a3 is K,+,(~) = G+~, since for all n Co, q(n) = n. 
Moreover a2(X, q) is completely independent upon 8(X, q), (however it depends 
upon 8(X, n + 1)). 
Definition 9.3. When (p(a), T(X, n) are defined for all Xc On, all n <On, and 
all (Y <A, we define 
It is easily understood that if F(X, n) gives the iteration of length OL and q(a) 
shows how many critical cardinals are necessary for that, then a? gives the 
iteration of length A and cp(A) shows the number of needed critical cardinals. 
However, as we have seen in 9.1, in order to do (A + 1)-many iterations we have 
to produce a notion of forcing P making the algebra a!(X, q)/-- *P homogene- 
ous. We will use Method 1 to this end. We notice first that &(X, n)/- can be 
viewed as a subset of [K,,+,(*), K~+&, and note that sup &(X, 7)) = K,+,(~), as a 
supremum of a sequence of critical cardinals, is itself a critical carinal. Moreover, 
as before, $(X, n)/-- will turn out to be K,+++)-distributive. 
We generalize now the idea of Example 9.2. 
Definition 9.4. Let E 1 [a, p) add a Cohen subset to every regular cardinal 
between 01 and p. We define 
P T,+VQ) =E 1 [‘G,, ‘G,+,&-> 
where p-q iff 
(%)@a ’ @)(p 1 [‘G,++), ‘G,+,(U) = 9 1 [‘G,+,(+ ‘G,+,&). 
P, will denote the canonical P,-generic. 
Remark. P,/- is a homogeneous notion of forcing (cf. Example 8.13). Moreover 
there exists a normal projection from P’,,+&-- onto @(X, n)/--, hence 
85(X, n)l- belongs to any model containing X and the generic set PO+&--. 
De6nition 9.5. We define by induction on A (for all X, n at once): 
(1) a”(X 77) = Uk T(x, n), &A)= 1 (P(a). 
U-Z&. 
(2) 8% T) =a% rl)*P,+,(*,*d~(P,+,(*,, s+cp(A)+l). 
(3) @+r(X, n) = #‘(Y, q +&A) - 2 + 1) where Y = ,3(X, q + cp(A) * 2) 
(4) #+“+l (X,n)=,‘+‘(Y,n+cp(A+n)+l) 
where Y=a”-‘(a(X,rl+cp(A+n))), nal. 
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Remark. (1) gives the iterations of HOD of length A, (2) is necessary to proceed 
further, (3) and (4) describe the iterations in the non-limit points. In all these 
cases it is not difficult to compute the exact values of the function q(x), e.g. 
~(h + 1) = p(h) .2. Notice that always CY < /3 implies that a-(X, q) and @(X, q) 
work indepently, since the latter coding begins at K~, where p = 
q +I {(p(t) : 5 < p}, but K, > K,++++ where the coding T(X, q) ends. 
It remains now to show that the above described generics and their corres- 
ponding sets of forcing conditions work correctly. This will be done in the below 
presented propositions. These results will also be useful in Section 10. 
Proposition 9.3. Let M =L[d*(X, q)] and let F(X, q), (Y CA, code X a-many 
times. Assume that for limit A’<& in the model UI?‘(X, T)], 
HOD”L[X] = HOD* L[Xj = L[X][R”‘(r))] for some I?‘(q). 
Then there exists a K,+,(~)- distributive set R?(q) s.t. in L[a”(X, q)] 
Proof. Let 
M, = UXIP,+,c,,l[~%C dl, 
Ml = L[xl[a”(P,+,o,, rl + cp(A) +111. 
By the hypothesis: P?+++) E (HODA)M, since it is coded by aa’s, (Y < A. By Section 
8.2, there exist YO, Y1 s.t. 
(HOD” LIXIIP,+,,dMo = LCXl[P,+,,,,I[YcJ, 
(HOD” LIXIP,+,dM1 = WW’,+,,,,I[YII> 
(HOD” LCXI)” = (HODA LIXIIP,+,d)M = LCXlCP,+,,,,l(IY,l[Y,l. 
Note that &(X, A)/- is embedded into P,,+Wp(hj so we do not have to care about it, 
YIJ = UA’<h R”‘(q), by the induction hypothesis. We set R?(q) = P71+‘pC~)X Y1 
which we consider as a subset of ~71+~p(h~*~~(P,,++,p(~~r q++(A)+ 1). 
Definition 9.6. We set 
R”(s) = ,U_ R”‘(q) U R:(q). 
Definition 9.7. We define the relation - on a?(X, q) as follows: 
P - 9 iff (%)(va >P)(P ! [‘G,+,(+ ‘G,+,(X)) = 4 ! [‘G,+,(,j, ‘G,+,&). 
Then, as in Section 8.1, a?(X, q)/^. is defined as the set of the equivalence classes 
of -) and &(X, n)/-- is the corresponding generic set. 
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Proposition 9.4. The set 135(X, q)l-- is uniquely determined by X, and so 
u&(X, q)/-]kV = HOD. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 9.2 we show that &(X, T-I)/-- is uniquely 
determined by X. This is done exactly as before: If X and Y are different sets s.t. 
in u&(X, ?)/--I there is also a generic set for @(Y, n)/--, then we can find a 
Cohen generic set b, in 8” (X, n) - 8” (Y, r)), for each (Y < A. Then f-l,,, b-l-- is 
not ‘constructible’ and belongs to L[k(X, q)/--] - L[&( Y, q)/-1. Contradiction. 
Proposition 9.5. Under the‘ hypotheses of Proposition 9.3 we have 
L[RX(n)]kV = HOD and L[Rh(n)]kV =HOD. 
Proof. By induction. Let is be proved for A’< A. Then RX’(r)) are ‘rigid’ and 
independently working. By Section 8.1 and the induction hypothesis 
LIRh(q)l=L [ U RA’(rl +dWJa*(P,+,~,,; v +cp@)+ I)/- . A’<A 1 
By Proposition 9.4 and Section 8.2 all the sets appearing on the right hand side of 
the equality are ordinal definable. 
Proposition 9.6. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 9.3 we have: In Ua”(X, q)], 
HOD’+’ =L[X,][R”(q)] for i <On, 
where UXi] = (HODi)“X1. 
Proof. The proposition follows since RA(q) is (sup X)+-distributive. We apply 
here Propositions 8.16, 9.3 and 9.6. 
Proposition 9.7. The hypotheses of Proposition 9.3 are true. 
Proof. By induction on A. When A is a limit of limit ordinals, then $‘(X, n) are 
independently working. Since each of them code X A’-many times, A is a limit of 
h”s, X must be coded at least A-many times. If A = A’ + o, then $‘+“(X, n) work 
independently for n <w. Thug as in the last case X is coded A-times, by 
Proposition 9.6 applied to A’ and the definition of a^““‘~. 
By Proposition 9.5 applied to A’ C A, and the (sup X)‘-distributivity of R”(q) 
we get the required two equalities. 
P&position 9.8. Let (Y s On. In Ua”l (X, q)] there exists the descending sequence of 
models HOD@, /3 < CY. 
Proof. We prove this by induction on (Y. In the non-limit case: 
a”“(X,rl)=a*(Y,rl+c~(A).2+1) where Y=a(X,q+cp(A)*2). 
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Since 8”s give the iteration of length h by the induction hypothesis, by Proposi- 
tion 9.6 we have in L[$+‘(X, q)]: 
HOD” =L[Y][R’(q +&I). 2+ l)] 
and 
HODA+’ =L[w[RA(q +cp(h) - 2+ l)], 
i.e. Y$ HOD”“. Similarly for A + n + 1. 
Now when it works for a <A (and remember: aa’s are independent) we get the 
iteration of length h in L[a”(X, s)]. 
We have thus proved: 
Theorem 9.9. Con(ZF) ifl Con(ZF+ (Va)(HOD”” # HOD”). 
Remark 9.10. All the results of Section 9 remain true when the negation of GCH 
is used for coding. (Cf. Sections 3 and 4.) 
10. Any ZFC-model is a result of the transfhite iteration 
We now prove that any model of ZFC can be obtained by the iteration of HOD 
of length On. This result generalizes the result of Roguski (cf. Section 4) as well as 
our result from [24]. 
We also show that any model is a result of the iteration of HOD of any given 
length modulo some simple sets in the limit case. This result, as we argue, is the 
best that can be obtained by the method which uses the operator 8 and its 
iterations. 
These results generalize also the result of Jech [7] that under the assumption 
V = L a descending sequence of HOD” of any length less than On exists in some 
generic extension of L. We free ourselves from this assumption (assuming only 
ZFC) and get the iteration of any length (including On). 
Moreover in Theorem 10.3 presented here one can replace On with On+On, 
or On - On or Onon or some other well ordering of the order type cofinal to On 
and it will still hold. Also in Theorems 10.2 and 10.4 cr can be replaced by 
On+ (Y, or Onon+ (Y, and they will hold. 
In Section 11 we will draw the conclusions about Boolean algebras that follow 
from the results of this section. 
Definition 10.1. We fix UpcOn K, = K, a partition of the class K of all crticial 
cardinals into disjoint and cofinal with On classes; we assume this partition to be 
definable and absolute. Let K,(P) denote the nth cardinal in the class K,. 
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Definition 10.2. For Xc_ K,,(p), h <On, define 
a(x, rl, p)={Ez: c=K.,(P)+6+1 a&X}XJr[K,(P)> ‘G,+l(P)), 
8*(X, % P) = 8(%X, 77 + 1, P))> 
8”(X, q, P) = u* aa(X, % P)- 
cp( ) is in the obvious manner defined relative to K, instead of K. 
a% rl, P) = a”(x, 71, P)*Prl+~p(h)*al(Prl+‘P(h)’ r) + cp@) + 1, P) 
where P,,+,cxj is as in Definition 9.3 except that K,,(P) stands for K,. 
a”“(X,r),p)=aA(Y,17+~(h).2+l,p) where Y=i$X,q+cp(h)*2,~) 
a X+n+l(x, q, p) = $+*(Y, q + q(A + n) + 1, p) 
where Y=a”-‘(d(X,s+cp(h+n),p)), nal. 
Note. This definition generalizes Definition 9.4 and is necessary since we will 
need to iterate forcing with proper classes to get some of the result of this section. 
Notice that @‘(X, q, p’) and @(X, q, p) are completely independent for p# p’ 
(even if p = 0’). Exactly as before the function q(a) shows how many cardinals in 
the class K, are necessary to code a set a-many times. 
Remark 10.1. By the absoluteness of the partition of K, all the results proved in 
Section 9 for a”(X, q) remain valid for %‘(X, r), p). 
Theorem 10.2. Let M be a model of ZFC. Let 5 E OnM and Q! G On”. Then there is 
a generic extension N of M s. t. in N: 
(1) (VP < ar)(HOD@+’ # HOD@), 
(2) HOD” 2 M, 
(3) V, rl HOD” = V,M. 
Proof. Since M!= ZFC there exists A E On s.t. N = L[A]. Let J be J-generic over 
M, and let E be [E-generic over M. Then in M[J][E]b2” = K++, for all regular 
cardinals K. We will work in this model. Let (Y = On. Let 5 <K&. Set k, = K&+~, 
and 
D”=aJ={E,,:&J}, 
D’ = a(A n k, x J r [k,, k2), k2) 
D* = a2(A n k, x Jr [k,, k3), k3) 
D~=P(Ank,xJ~[k,,k,,),k,) for qaw. 
Set 
D= IJ D”. 
TJ<on 
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Then D is o ci+-distributive over L[A][J]. Setting N=M[J][D] we get the 
required model. By the results of Section 9 (l), (2) and (3) hold. 
For (Y <On we proceed as above except that now we have to ensure that the 
class A has been coded a-many times. So let 
D”(P) = a”(A f-l $(P) xJr [k,, Kp(P)), K,(p), P)> 
‘D= u D”(p). 
k,<p<On 
Then, since D”(p) work independently for P# p’ and each gives the iteration of 
length (Y, we get the wanted result. 
Theorem 10.3. Any model of ZFC can be generically extended to a model N s.t. in 
N, HODO” = M holds, and HOD@ # HOD@” for 6 <On. 
Proof. First note that if we take M” = L[A][IJ,,,, ??(A fl K,, K,)] then in M” a 
transfinite descending sequence of HODa’s exists and M = L[A] E HODO”, but as 
we have proved in Section 9, we will be left with the rigid remainings @(A n KA, 
KA)/-, for all limit h, thus HODO” # M. 
Our strategy is to embed a”(* * *)I- into a generic given by a homogeneous 
Boolean algebra which stays through A-many iterations and disappears on the 
h + 1 step. To this end we use a generalization of Method 2 of Section 9. 
Of course, since a”(X, n) is itself a composition of 8”‘s and so after h’ steps of 
the iteration we are left with rigid RA’(n) for limit h’, we must ensure that 
R”‘(n)‘s do not stay through h’+ 1 step of the iteration. Therefore the construc- 
tion must go by induction. 
We want also to assure that all the classes in the construction work indepen- 
dently, and so HOD”‘s will have the structure described in Section 8 and be the 
models of ZFC. 
We introduce now the technical machinery: We define the sequence of classes 
8:(X,. . .) and P(h, . . .) with the property: 8:(X,. . .) codes X a-times and leaves 
no rigid remainings in HOD”+‘, while P(h, . . .> ‘homogenizes’ $(X, . . .>/- and 
leaves no remainings either. 
Definition 10.3. Let K be the minimal cardinal in K, s.t. X2 K. Set 8+(X, p) = 
8(X, K, p). (We avoid double indexing like 3+(X, K, p) that way.) 
Definition 10.4. Let a”,(X, p) be defined for all a! <I. We set 
(i) $(X3 P) = U&A a?(xp P) 
(ii) $(X, p) = $(X, p)* P(h, p) where PI = C, and C, is given by Proposition 
2.14, so it is homogeneous, (sup $(X, p))-distributive and contains @(X, p)/-- as a 
complete subalgebra. 
P -P 2p+2 - 2p+l*@xC28+1,~P~ A, f-4). 
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Let CZBtl be s.t. Pzp 11 “[ID&-- is a complete subalgebra of Czp+r and (in 
VK11&3+1 is homogeneous and sup Pzp -distributive”. 
P 2p+1 =p*,, *G3+1> P, = liy$v P,, 
and finally 
P(A, p) = limd~ P,. 
(iii) $“(X, p)=$(Y,{h+l, p)) and Y=a+(X{h+l, P)). 
(iv) ,t+,+l (X,p)=$(Y,{A+n+l,p}) and Y=a”~‘(a+(X,(A+n+l,p})). 
One can see that using the methods of Section 8.1, the algebra Czp+r can be 
defined in the model L[X] (cf. the proof of Proposition 9.2 and Example 9.2). 
And then, in the model L[X][ IJe C2a+J we have the decomposition of P(A, p) 
into the strong product 
Then P(A, p)/- can be defined as in Definition 8.4. 
We get by induction on a <A that in L[a$(X, p)]: 
(1) HODA L[X] = L[X][P(h, P)/-I. 
But since the set in P(A, p)/- are given by homogeneous algebras we get 
(2) HOD” + ’ L[X] = L[X]. 
Since HODA = HOD” L[X] (because X has been coded A -times), 
(3) HOD”” = (HOD’)4XI. 
Exactly as hinted in Method 2, Section 8 we show by induction on p that 
c *@+ 1 +! Def V~xlcp(A~ p)‘-’ for all 6 E On. 
This gives (2). 
Using all this we can now define our model N. Assume we are working in 
M[J][E] as in the proof of Theorem 10.2. Set 
N=L u a”,(AfI&,(Y) . 
<On I 
Then using (l), (2) and (3) and the fact that the a”,‘~ work independently we 
obtain in N: 
HOD* = UA f~ KJ[ Ye] for some q-distributive Y,, 
and so 
HODO” = L[A] = M. 
As a corollary to the proof we have: 
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Theorem 10.4. For any model M of ZFC and any CY EM there exists a generic 
extension N s. t. 
(HOD”t’)N = M and (VP < a)(HOD@ # HOD@‘l). 
Remark. This result is the best possible which can be obtained by the methods of 
this paper. Since if we take for example the model 4E], where E is E-generic, 
then we will be left in HODA with a”(* * *)I-- for h <On. 
11. Generalizations and final remarks 
This section contains corollaries to the previous sections. Some of them are non 
trivial but all of them follow immediately from the mentioned methods and 
results. Therefore no proofs are necessary. 
From the results of Section 10 it follows immediately: 
Theorem 11.1 (ZFC). For any ordinal a there exists a complete Boolean algebra B 
s.t the string of derivatives BB, 0 < CY, is strictly descending. 
Proof. In any model of ZFC we have V = L[A] for some A E On. Set e.g. 
Theorem 11.2. Let W be an ordinal greater than On coded as a subclass of On in 
M!=ZFC. Assume (M, W>kZFC(U). 
Then there exists a generic extension N of M s.t. in N the sequence of models 
HODS, e< W, is stictly decreasing. Moreover if cf( W) = On, then we can claim 
HODW = M here. 
By combining the methods of Harrington (Section 7) and David [3] we get: 
Theorem 11.3. For any model M of ZFC there exists a generic extension N in 
which HOD”’ does not satisfy replacement, separation nor powerset axioms. 
A combination of the techniques of this paper and [25] gives: 
Theorem 11.4. Let ZFC+MC be consistent. Then there is a model N s.t. in N: 
there exists a measurable cardinal and HODze != 1MC while HOD”+lk “K is a 
measurable cardinal”, for .$‘C K. 
A generalization of Section 6 immediately gives: 
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Theorem 11.5. Let MkZFC, A EM. Then M has a generic extension in which 
HODA satisfies ZF+ -tAC. 
Further corollaries and generalizations are possible. 
Remark. It seems possible to give a direct construction of a complete Boolean 
algebra with a long string of derivatives (Theorem 10.1) by changing the construc- 
tion of a rigid Boolean algebra by Shelah (cf. Section 2). Let us recall that in the 
construction of a rigid Souslin tree (cf. [7]) one makes use of 0 to destroy all 
possible automorphisms, in the case of Shelah’s algebra any automorphism would 
give a regressive function an a stationary set. However a more gentle use of 0 
gives the algebras with descending sequences of derivatives, the same one can 
probably obtain by a looking more carefully at the method of Shelah. 
Remark. In this paper we have dealt with different kinds of coding. We have the 
following open question related to the subject: 
“Assume ~0~. Let M be a model of ZFC. Is it true that there is a model N of 
ZFC extending M with OnN = OnM and s.t. HODN = L?” 
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